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In researching the historiography of the creation of the National Park Service I 
have found it difficult to separate studying nature's seemingly simple pleasures and the 
profound earthly phenomena that have drawn millions to the National Parks as we know 
then1 today, with the politics behind the actual creation of the National Park Service. 
Many of the historians who have studied the National Park Service have included such 
intin1ate details of nature and intricate details of politics that the borders between science 
and history are completely indistinct and yet studying the Service in any other light could 
not possibly do it justice. In reflecting on the purpose and study of National Parks and the 
National Park Service I cannot help but recall the prose of nineteenth century American 
poet Walt Whitman's "Song of Myself' from the Leaves of Grass collection: 
A child said What is grass? Fetching it to tne with full hands; How could I answer 
the child? I do not know what it is anyt11ore than he. I guess it is the flag of tny 
disposition, out of hopeful green stuff woven. Or I guess it is the handkerchief of 
the Lord, A scented gift and ren1en1brancer designingly dropt, Bearing the 
owner's name someway in the corners, that we may see and retnark, and say 
Whose? Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced babe of the vegetation. 1 
Grass is a curious thing. As winter wanns and the snow 1nelts, we crave our emihy green 
security blankets, and with spring in full blomn we sn1ile at the green that envelopes us. 
In the humid summer winds we curse the blades that n1ake us sneeze and as reds and 
oranges replace the green in fall we do not gaze with disappointn1ent, but we surrender 
our senses and en1brace the new wan11 colors. Nature affects everyone of us, and even 
though grass seems to be a relatively trivial place to start, the larger questions that 
An1erican poet Walt Whitn1an asked, "What?" and "Whose?" are at the root of the 
history of the United States National Park Service. Grass as Whitn1an described it; "the 
babe of vegetation" seems to metaphorically be the birthplace of all things natural. It is a 
sin1plicity of nature and yet a necessity for life. For it was up from grass, to the peaks of 
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the Teton Mountains, to the depths of the Grand Canyon that the road to the National 
Park Service was forged. 
Like grass, humans arc also curious things: they ask, they answer, they wonder, 
they want. The men and wmnen who helped in the founding of National Parks and then 
later the National Park Service asked those same questions Whitinan pondered; "What?" 
and "Whose?," and it was those questions that triggered the interest of many to support 
the creation of a National Park Service. These questions also seem to be what incited 
hundreds of historians to study its creation. The focus of historians and scholars who 
have explored the rich history of national parks and the National Park Service is largely 
based on the ideas of n1en and women not only interested in conservation and 
preservation but in the words of the founding act of the National Park Service: "To 
conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and to 
provide for the enjoyment of the same in such n1anner and by such means as will leave 
the1n unimpaired for the enjoyt11ent of future generations."2 This creed is a large measure 
of the reason why scholar$ and historians continue to research the history of theN ational 
Park Service because the history of the Service along with its mnbitions does not remain 
in the past and answering those imperative questions will carry that history and passion 
into the future. 
In embarking on answering the question of "Whose?," historians researching the 
National Park Service have approached the topic in many different ways. There are some 
historians who have developed their research based on the claims that the public did not 
want the government to control the land and areas where the national parks would be 
created. Historian Freeman Tilden stated in his book, The National Parks, What They 
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Mean to You and Me, that "one of the con1monest charges heard, in and out of Congress, 
when some new area of federal land is given national park status, and thus the conflict 
between private and public interest is dran1atized, is that the National Park Service 
constitutes a 'land-grabbing' agency."3 Tilden further points out that even if the public 
sentiment was against private ownership, "the total area of all the lands administered by 
the National Park Service is about 21,000,000 acres. It sounds like a great deal. .. But it is 
actually only three quarters of one per cent of the total land area of the country."4 
Arguments against govern1nent "land-grabbing" could easily be disputed due to the 
relatively small percentage of land the government was putting aside, but according to 
n1any historians, it was not necessarily the volume of land the public was concerned 
about, it was the resources contained within those designated regions. 
Like Tilden, there are some historians whose research led the1n to si1nilar clai1ns 
that there was a large n1ajority of the population in the later nineteenth century that did 
not only attack the governn1ent for land-grabbing but did not have any desire for a systen1 
of national parks to be established at all. Historians who supported this clai1n did so for 
varying reasons. Tilden exposed American public opinion after the Civil War that the 
lands to be reserved for the national parks should have been available to individuals for 
property or resources. 5 S01ne An1ericans claimed that with the recovering economy 
people felt they should have first access to the land. Tilden stated in his research, that the 
land "was still a pioneer country ... and words like aesthetics, natural beauty, spiritual 
values, were received with a squint. Man must eat; man must thrive; spiritual values 
should be left for posterity. It was all quite natural. The unnatural thing was that such 
idealism prevailed."6 This is understandably the sentiment that would encourage people 
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to desire public instead of private ownership of land. Although, since the system did 
prevail, it makes the reader question the "unnatural" idea that there were people who did 
believe in n1ore than land-grabbing and personal advancement. Further yet that the 
government supported them. Another historian who supported the idea that there was 
little or no public desire to establish national parks is Joseph Sax.7 Like Tilden, Sax 
supports his claim with the idea that preservation was not yet in the minds of the 
American public, stating in his book Mountains Without Handrails, Reflections on the 
National Parks, that: 
In urging the national parks be devoted to affirming the symbolic meaning he [the 
preservationist] attaches to them, the preservationist n1akes a very in1p01iant 
assumption, routinely indulged but hardly ever explicit. The assun1ption is that the 
values he i1nputes to the parks (independence, self-reliance, self-restraint) are 
extre1nely widely shared by the An1erican public. Though he knows that he is a 
men1ber of the minority, he believes he speaks for values that are n1ajoritarian."8 
Sax even clain1s that preservationists knew they were the minority and yet tried to assume 
the rest of the country would follow the1n in their endeavor to preserve and protect 
federal land for national parks. Again, the reader has to doubt the preservationist being 
seen as the underdog in the political saga of creating the National Park Service. When in 
contrast, so n1any other historians have filled pages with the endless works of hundreds of 
individuals, dozens of conservation groups like the Sierra Club, the Boone and Crockett 
Club, the National Audubon Society and many 1nore, and the endless accounts and 
experiences frmn politicians and environtnentalists ean1estly seeking national parks and a 
park service. 9 With this research it is difficult to infer that the 1najority of An1erican 
population did not support the park service idea. Even though some historians note it is 
understandable that many people would want the land to be used for resources, it still 
seems to pale in comparison to the research suppo1iing the desire for the park system 
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especially since records show tens of thousands were already visiting the areas being 
considered for parks. 10 
Initial inquiries about the beginnings of the National Park Service have not led 
n1any historians to a heated public angst against the parks but to an 1870 can1pfire in a 
relatively uncharted area of what is now Yellowstone National Park. Historical research 
shows that an expedition had been orchestrated to explore the area that had been 
described by explorers and frontiers1nen as "cliffs of black glass, smoking hills, and hot 
springs which spewed torrents of boiling water." 11 Many of the descriptions of 
Yellowstone were so astounding that they were often written off as exaggerations or 
1nythical in nature. 12 Historians for the 1nost part provided sin1ilar accounts of what took 
place around the fire on that August night in 1870 in the grandeur of the Yellowstone 
area. In his book, The Birth of the National Park Service, former Acting Director of the 
National Park Service and Superintendent of Yellowstone National Park, Horace M. 
Albright stated that: 
Cornelius Hedges and others in the Washburn-Langford expedition had been 
sitting around a campfire that night, talking about geologic phenomena and scenic 
wonders they had discovered in this uncharted area. As the story goes, Hedges 
remarked to his colleagues and then wrote in his diary that 'God n1ade this region 
for all the people and all the world to see and enjoy forever. It is_ in1possible that 
any individual should think he can own any of this country for his own in fee. 
This great wilden1ess:does not belong to us, it belongs to the nation. Let us 1nake 
a public park of it and set it aside ... never to be changed, but to be kept sacred 
always.' 13 
Another historian, Willian1 H. Matthews III interpreted Hedges' statement in his book A 
Guide to the National Parks stating that "this country, he [Hedges] said, should be owned 
by the government-it should be set aside as a great national park for all of the people to 
use and enjoy" 14 Both descriptions of Judge Con1elius Hedges' words demonstrate what 
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many historians have clain1ed; that there was not only support for a national park systen1, 
but that the government should play a role in the creation of one. The government would 
not only be desired but needed since an institution or organization would be required to 
set up the foundation of the park system for the enjoyment of the parks by all people. 
Legendary frontiersmen of the late nineteenth century and widely researched, John Muir, 
wrote in his book Our National Parks about the role governn1ent should play in protecting 
land stating that "through all the wonderful, eventful centuries since Christ's time-and 
long before that-God has cared for these trees, saved them from drought, disease, 
avalanches, and a thousand straining, leveling ten1pests and floods; but he cannot save 
them from fools,-only Uncle San1 can do that." 15 Muir's ideas suggest if the 
govemn1ent owned the land instead of sn1all factions of the public, then the land could be 
preserved and protected for "all the world to see and enjoy forever," and not devastated in 
the pursuance of wealth and resources. 
According to Matthews, Nathanial Langford (who later served as the first 
superintendent at Yellowstone) 16 and Judge Hedges wrote reports to officials and shared 
tretnendous stories of their experiences in the region to get governmental support for a 
park at Yellowstone. 17 These reports began to demonstrate the _idea that conservationists, 
environmentalist, naturalists and tnany other tnen and won1en who had a tren1endous 
passion for the creation of a park systen1 could politically influence the preservation of 
the country's wonders for all of tnankind. Historian John Ise, author of Our National Park 
Policy A Critical History, states that "we have this great system of national parks, 
tnonutnents, and other areas not as a result of public demand but because a few 
farsighted, unselfish, and idealistic men and women foresaw the national need and got the 
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areas established and protected in one way or another, fighting public inertia and selfish 
co1nn1ercial interests at every step."18 Ise suggests that the general public were not as 
inf1uential as specific individuals. His argument was that it was those few individuals that 
largely in1pacted goven11nent policy over the creation of a national park system. In 
opposition of Ise, Muir illustrates a tremendous public passion for parks stating that 
"thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to find out that 
going to the n1ountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity; and that mountain 
parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains of timber and in·igating rivers, but 
as fountains oflife." 19 He continues to express that the public desire to visit the 
\vilderness of the parks "is fine and natural and full of prmnise. So also is the growing 
interest in the care and preservation of forests and wild places in general, and in the half 
wild parks and gardens of towns. "20 Muir's research and observations of people in the 
later part of the nineteenth century show an expanding public interest in the idea of a park 
systen1. In support of the expanding interest historian Alfred Runte states in his book 
National Parks The An1erican Experience, that "by the 1860s many thoughtful An1ericans 
had en1braced the wonderlands of the West as replacen1ents for 1nan-made marks of 
achieven1ent. The agelessness of Western.Civilization was to become the visible syn1bol 
of continuity and stability in the new nation."21 Runte's research demonstrates that there 
was a significant public interest in what he calls the nation's "wonderlands," and he 
further claitns that "expansion of the national park system still relied on scenic 
nationalisrn."22 Muir further illustrates the impact of the public's interests in those 
"wonderlands" by beautifully comparing the public to transcendentalist writer Henry 
David Thoreau, saying "like Thoreau they [the public] see forests in orchards and patches 
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of huckleberry brush, and oceans in ponds and drops of dew."23 According to Muir and 
many others, including Lary M. Dilsaver, editor of America's National Park System the 
Critical Docu1nents and professor of historical geography, a system of national parks 
would appeal to a majority of the public. Dilsaver supports this idea and coordinates with 
Muir's use of Thoreau in his first few pages stating that: 
From the arts and literature came the Romantic movement which encouraged the 
experience of mountains and wilderness. Authors like Henry David Thoreau and 
'vVashington Irving exhorted Americans to pursue nature as the frontier rolled 
away from them. Landscape artists culminating with Thmnas Moran and Albert 
Bierstadt presented awesome spectacles that received huge public interest. 24 
It is this increase in interest and support for nature that Dilsaver claims is one of the main 
reasons the park systen1 was created. He states that "the origins of the national park idea 
are the subject of considerable academic speculation. Suffice it to say, however, the 
concept did not originate over a Wyoming campfire."25 Dilsaver den1onstrates that the 
idea for parks and a park service were tremendously influenced by the nineteenth century 
naturalist writers and artists that helped gain public support. 
In addition to research showing support for a park syste1n, but in contrast to the 
idea that the famous Washburn-Langford Expedition was not as significant, Matthews' 
research described the i1npact of the Expedition member's accounts on scientists to 
explore the area and push for its protection and preservation. Matthews credits the i1npact 
of the previously stated expedition stating: 
Fortunately the work of Langford and his friends was not in vain, and in 1871 a 
scientific party under the direction of the United States Geologist Dr. Ferdinand 
V. Hayden spent several n1onths exploring the Yellowstone region. In addition to 
scientific personnel, there were two painters and a photographer in the group. 
They hoped to bring back graphic, indisputable proof of the natural wonders of 
this amazing area. 26 
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Unlike Dilsaver's accounts, Matthews' study signifies the importance of Dr. Hayden's 
scientific reports. However, he does support Dilsaver's belief in the i1nportance of visual 
i1nages to display the scenery of the Yellowstone area. This research supports n1any other 
historians' views that the distinct in1agery and astonishing views that Yellowstone 
provided were extremely influential in getting the support for the creation of a national 
park system. According to Paul Shullery, author of America's National Parks: The 
Spectacular Forces that Shaped our Treasured Lands, "in 1871, the geologist Ferdinand 
V. Hayden led a large, multifaceted expedition into Yellowstone. Hayden's report helped 
to convince Congress that Yellowstone's unique attributes deserved a unique form of 
protection."27 Runte's research supports Shullery's clai1ns that Congress was influenced 
by the in1agery of Yellowstone when he discussed the artistic works done during the 
expedition stating that "of those translated onto canvas, the most famous and in1pressive 
is The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone. In June 1872 Congress purchased the work for 
$10,000 and later hung it in the Senate lobby."28 Other historians along with Runte's and 
Matthews' research continues to support Shullery' s clai1ns that Hedges' words and 
Hayden's expedition had a profound impact on Congress to push for the creation of a 
national park. In Tilden's description of the 1872 establishment of Yellowstone National 
Park, which was not only the first United States' National Park but the world's first as 
well, he states that Congress clai1ned it was "''a public park or pleasuring-ground for the 
benefit of the people.' Whatever Congress 1neant by those words, it is fairly easy to 
sunnise what was in the 1ninds of men like Langford, Hedges, Hayden, Folsom, and the 
rest."29 According to n1any historians, what was in the minds of men like "Langford, 
Hedges, Hayden, Folsom, and the rest" was the answer to the question "Whose?" The 
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answer was exactly as Hedges and later Congress clain1ed: the park shouldn't belong to 
any one person but should be preserved for all people and for all generations. 
~v1any historians' research shows that ailer the creation of Yellowstone in 1872 it 
took nearly forty- four years to transition fron1 creating dozens of national parks to 
establishing a national park service. This is when the government began to conten1plate 
the question of"What?" Matthews' research even shows when Langford was appointed 
to park superintendent at Yellowstone in 1872, it was with almost no pay and it took 
more than six years for congress to appropriate any money for the "preservation and 
develop1nent" ofYellowstone. 30 He continues to discuss minor achieven1ents in the 
process with the Antiquities Act of 1906 (also called the Lacey Act) which gave the 
President power to establish national1nonun1ents by Presidential proclmnation. 31 Albright 
supports Matthews' research developing the idea that the Lacey Act helped to establish 
more support for the creation of a park systen1 through the creation of more parks and 
monun1ents stating that: 
President TheodQre Roosevelt used the Lacey Act to good advantage ... when he 
used it to preserve huge natural areas such as the eight hundred thousand acres of 
Arizona Territory he proclaimed as Grand Canyon National Monument in 1908. 
~vfaking his first trip to the Grand Canyon fiver years earlier, he had said, 'Do 
nothing to mar its grandeur. ... keep it for your children, your children's children, 
and all who cmne after you, as the one great sight that every American can see.' 
Roosevelt and n1any presidents after him have used the Lacey Act. .. And many ·. 
areas thus protected have later been designated by Congress as national parks.32 
Albright exemplifies how the support for one monument or one park, especially fron1 an 
influential politician like President Roosevelt could increase the interest in national parks 
and a national park service. Albright also illustrates how Roosevelt viewed nature in the 
question of "Whose?" similarly to that of other naturalists and park service supporters. 
Vlith the push for more parks and interest cli1nbing, Albright's experience shows how 
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"bills to establish a Bureau of National Parks had been introduced in both the Senate and 
the House year after year between 1911 and 1915 ... But no bill had ever succeeded in 
getting out of con11nittee."33 Even though there was public and governmental support for 
a park service, there was still controversy over creating a National Park Service. Albright 
notes that this controversy could largely have been due to "efforts ... [by] the Forest 
Service, whose officials considered national parks a threat to national forest domain, and 
blocked early atternpts to pass Park Service Legislation."34 Ultimately enthusiasts for a 
Park Service were successful in 1916 when Matthews' research along with many other 
historians states that "Congress passed the National Park Act providing for establishment 
of theN ational Park Service as a separate bureau of the Departrnent of Interior. Its first 
Director was Stephen T. Mather, a wealthy Chicago businessn1an who had served as 
Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior since 1915."35 Matthews explains that an Act 
was passed to establish the park service and goes into further detail to describe Mather 
stating that he was: 
A remarkably dedicated and energetic worker, Mather not only gave of hirnself, 
he spent much of his personal foiiune on the development and prmnotion of the 
National Parks. He also did n1uch to further the educational and interpretive 
works in the Parks and to improve the various concession syste1ns which were 
then in operation. There is no doubt that the National Park system would probably 
never have reached its present status had it not been for his tren1endous drive and 
devotion. 36 
Ise similarly describes Mather stating that he "was a man of prodigious explosive energy, 
a tireless worker, a born prmnoter. .. with a generous devotion to his job ... he had been a 
lover of the outdoors, a rnountain clitnber, a member of the American Civil Association 
and of the Sierra Club ... Handsome, of winning personality, he commanded respect and 
ad1niration and was able to win many friends for the parks."37 Ise illustrates a profound 
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respect many historians accredit to Mather. Some other historians tnention Mather as the 
first Director, others mention places and monuments in parks named after him, but 
Albright confirrns 1vfatthews' idea that 1v1ather was highly influential and extremely 
invested, even through his own funds, in the National Park Service. Albright recalls 
telling Mather that he would not be staying in government to help with the Service 
because low government wages and previous plans to practice law. Albright noted that 
Mather "could see why I was reluctant," but Mather replied, '"I would be n1ore than 
happy to pay you an extra thousand myself, if I decide to take the job and you agree to 
stay with me. '"38 Albright did decide to stay and assist Mather and their next phase of the 
Park Service is another one of the topics where historians have differed slightly in their 
research of the creation of the National Park Service. 
Along with Matthews; Tilden, Sax, Runte and historian Mark David Spence in his 
book Dispossessing Wilderness Indian Ren1oval and the Making of the National Parks, 
individually state that "the National Park Service was established in 1916.,"39 "the 
professional park n1anagers, organized as the National Park Service in 1916 ... ,"40 
"success was finally achieved on August 25, 1916, when President Woodrow Wilson 
affixed his signature to the National Park Service Act," and "the creation of the National 
Park Service in 1916 fulfilled preservationists' long-held dreams for a strong federal 
con1n1itinent to the preservation and enhancetnent of all national parks."41 Even in 
National Geographic's Society's The New America's Wonderlands, research editor Ross 
Bennett states that "Congress created the Park Service in 1916."42 Even though the Park 
Service Act established a National Park Service, Albright points out: 
The triumphant mood that surrounded passage of the Park Service Act faded 
quickly as we began the enormous task of transforming that hard-won docun1ent 
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into an organization. Historians who place the beginning of the National Park 
Service in 1916 are wrong if they assmne that approval of the Act on August 25 
magically brought the Park Service into being. It remained little more than a piece 
of paper for ahnost eight months, because it was April before Congress 
appropriated any funds at all to start the Service.43 
Albright notes that the establish1nent of the Park Service was in 1916, but that the Act did 
not 1nean that an actual Park Service existed. Dilsaver supports Albright stating that 
"prior to 1918, the major cmnponent categories of the system were created. National 
parks, tnonutnents, and battlefields were established and historic and prehistoric relics 
were protected. However, there was no 'systen1' per say."44 Neither Tilden nor Sax went 
into any depth about the problems the Service faced immediately after its creation. 
Matthews inferred that the Service was not con1plete upon establishn1ent stating "as noted 
earlier, the National Park Service was established in the Department of the Interior by the 
act of August 25, 1916. Subsequent legislation, executive orders, and proclatnations have 
added greatly to the National Park systen1 and has considerably expanded the activities of 
the Service."45 Unlike Albright and Dilsaver, none of the historians n1entioned expand on 
the ideas surrounding the difference between creating a National Park Service and a 
National Park Service actually existing. Even though Spence does not expand upon the 
problems the Act faced he does shed a positive light on the Act stating that "still the 
creation of the park service reflected more than the deep emotional concerns of people 
like Muir."46 Like Spence, many historians pointed out that the Act was a substantial pmi, 
n1aybe even the most significant part, of the creation of the National Park Service. 
However, Dilsaver and Albright take their research in a different direction to show what 
they consider to be the reality of putting the Act into Action. 
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Albright continues to further contradict other historians' research stating "while 
setting the record straight, I should point out that a search of the archives will not tum up 
any such title as 'National Park Service Organic Act,' as it was commonly known. The 
Act has no official short title, its only nan1e being the descriptive heading: 'AN ACT to 
establish a National Park Service, and for other purposes. '"47 Albright's research suggests 
that not only were historians mistaken about the date of the Act, they were also mistaken 
about the name. Alb1ight also mentions "the Sundry Civil bill was passed by the House 
on February 28 with most our requested funding intact,"48 and that "in mid-April 
Congress also passed a deficiency bill (today called a supplemental appropriation) to 
provide funds and authorize hiring of personnel."49 Albright shows that it took more than 
just passing the Act to establish the Park Service and the Act was essentially useless 
without funding to hire personnel, 1naintain parks and organize the Service in general. 
Albright continues to express the sentin1ent of how significant organizing the service was 
in comparison to just establishing it, stating: 
The most important achieven1ent during those years was the progress we made on 
building a national park system. When we had organized the Park Service in 1917, 
each of the fifteen existing national parks was an independent entity. Gradually 
we had hired new superintendents, enunciated our policies for managing the 
parks, added to the field staffs, and begun to make them feel they were part of a 
National Park Service rather than just employees at an individual park. 5° 
Albright goes into great depth to show how the organization of the park systen1s was 
essential to the creation of a real and functioning National Park System. One of the major 
components of the Park Service that made the organization possible, that Albright and 
other historians extensively researched and wrote about, is park rangers. 
The National Park Service Ranger, according to 1nany historians especially 
Albright, is one of the n1ost influential portions of the National Park Service. 1v1any 
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histories of the park rangers begin before the creation of the park service. In his research, 
Albright suggests that both retired and active Army 1nen and other forest rangers 
protected early parks51 and since a large percentage of the park lands were government 
owned they were often used for 1nilitary training or barracks. Albright also recalls that 
under general superintendent of the national parks, Mark Daniels, "a rather loose national 
park ranger service had been formed in 1914 ... ," and Daniels was "supposed to bring 
unifonnity to the ranger activity ... Daniels did manage to draft a set of regulations 
governing rangers in the national parks, and they were signed by Secretary Lane in 
January 1915."52 Even though there was already a foundation of a park ranger system, the 
system was separate frmn the Park Service and Albright suggests that "after the organic 
act was passed in 1917, there was no longer a need for the separate ranger service Daniels 
had set up, and it was n1erged with the new National Park Service."53 The National Park 
Service was beginning to gain mon1entmn with organization, maintenance, advertising, 
and the opening of larger portions of parks for public use. As historians suggest, this 
n101nentum was largely due to the dedication and enthusiasm of park rangers. 
Historian research shows the overwhelming qualifications that enveloped the park 
ranger and what he encon1passed. Albright proposes that, "the seeds of a national park 
ranger tradition had already been sown before Mather and I arrived on the scene. So1ne of 
the qualities that still characterize park rangers today are derived from the distinctive 
backgrounds, skills, and experience of those early park protectors."54 Ise supports 
Albright's claim in his research also stating that the military essentially served as the first 
park rangers. He also states that "Mather and the Park Service wanted their own ranger 
force instead of United States troops."55 As the park system changed and expanded, the 
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qualifications for park rangers changed and expanded as well. Since the "early park 
protectors," as Albright refers to them, were either on military assignment or did a great 
deal of their work for little or no money, but because of their love of nature and their 
sunoundings, a set of qualifications would be distinctly different and more unusual then 
other jobs in the Park Service. Albright writes in great detail about Mather's approval of 
Daniel's original designs for a standard uniform and duties, which include: 
Writ[ing] monthly reports showing the duties performed each day, their travels, 
conditions of the game animal, any unlawful trespass, and other activities. 
Applicants for ranger positions had to be between twenty-one and forty years of 
age, of good character, sound physique, and tactful in handling people. They were 
required to possess a com1non-school education, be able to ride and care for 
horses, have experience in outdoor life, be a good shot with rifle and pistol, and 
have some knowledge of trail construction and fighting forest fires. 56 
According to Albright the National Park Service kept a great deal of Daniels' original 
ideas, but updated the qualifications to be more specific and included at Mather's request 
that park rangers be a part of the Civil Service and have entrance exan1s.57 Mather wanted 
to have highly qualified rangers and Albright states that they were successful because "in 
1926, President Calvin Coolidge issued an order revoking the practice of appointed park 
rangers without examination and directed the Civil Service Con1mission to prepare 
qualifications and a written entrance examination for rangers."58 Albright expressed this 
change and son1e of the other changes in park ranger qualifications, stating that park 
ranger responsibilities will include: 
Under general supervision, to be in responsible charge of a ranger district in a 
National Park, or of specific units of work on a Ranger District, or to act as an 
assistant to a park ranger in responsible charge. Such duties involve knowledge of 
n1ethods or fighting forest and prairie fires; packing of horses and n1ules; habits of 
anin1als; ability to ride and handle horses; construction of fire lines and trails; 
reading of topographic maps and compass; tact in handling people; cooking; use 
of firearms; driving motor cars and motorcycles; and in those parks where needed, 
skill on snow shoes and skis; incidental clerical and information work. 59 
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Albright showed how new resources, technology and information about concerns in parks 
would require some updated qualifications. Matthews' research supports Albright stating 
that "the major functions of the Ranger are those of conservation and protection. Thus, 
his duties include enforcing park regulations, giving out public infom1ation, supervising 
entrance stations, and protecting the area's natural features. But when necessary he is 
called upon to fight fires, find lost persons, and to perform various rescue operations-
often at great personal risk. "60 Other historians like Tilden do not go into quite as much 
detail, but still list park ranger qualifications to include the idea that the "naturalist 
rangers are all-around fellows. They 1nust be resourceful, tactful, patient, and 
understanding."61 He also later states that they usually have "a rich experience with 
forests, the animals and birds, the upland stremns and fish, and the threading canyons."62 
Not only do historians dedicate a large portion of their research to the park rangers, but 
son1e like Matthews dedicate their entire works those who worked for the National Park 
Service. The dedication page in Matthews' book reads: "To the n1en and women in 
green-the uniformed personnel of the National Park Service."63 Many historians' 
research on the park ranger led the1n to find high standards for qualifications, high levels 
of c0111petence and an overall heartening and inspirational view of the role of park 
rangers played in the organization of national parks. 
Even with an organized Park Service, well staffed parks and head-quarters, and a 
public support for the parks, Albright claims that "the last of my n1ajor objectives for the 
Park Service was nearly accon1plished. Transfer of military sites would make the 
National Park Service a truly national bureau, with holdings in every pmi of the 
country."64 The goal was to increase the power and influence of the National Park 
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Service in order to get more money allocated not only to maintain parks, but also 
monun1ents and battlefields. By consolidating control of these areas under the National 
Park Service, the Service officials thought this would ensure that the nation's historical 
and environmental resources would have a place and a future for all people to enjoy. 
Enjoyment however, was only a mere breath of the significance these additions would 
signify to the public. The battlefields and historic n1onuments held a great deal of 
importance to the people of the United States because citizens embrace their history and 
the artifacts of that history serve as gentle reminders of the past. These additions under 
Park Service control would not only expand the Service's power, but would expand 
public interest in the Service's programs because the park systen1 would envelope a 
larger foundation of interest and investrnent. Tilden merely mentions the consolidation 
without any in-depth analysis of the true significance the consolidation would have on the 
public and the esteem of the Park Service. 65 Matthews gives a brief overvie\v of 
consolidation stating that, "n1ost people do not realize that in addition to caring for the 
nation's scenic wonde~·s, the National Park Service is also responsible for the protection 
of many of our more fan1ous historic sites, 1nonuments, and battlefields."66 Even though 
he mentions the consolidation, Matthews, like Tilden does not mention the shear 
significance it would hold. 
Unlike the previous historians, Albright further expands on consolidation showing 
how Warren G. Harding's Presidential proclan1ation in 1923 "set aside or expand[ ed] the 
number of national monuments,"67 demonstrating that this would expand park control and 
influence. Dilsaver discusses later Presidents' roles in Service expansion, stating that 
"sweeping in with Franklin Roosevelt came a variety of government streamlining and 
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public relief initiatives that would benefit and forever alter the parks."68 He then 
continues to show the benefits of Roosevelt's progran1s stating that some of the most 
influential programs were the "reorganization of the federal executive branch which 
lutnped all the parks, monuments, battlefields, and 1nemorials, under the Park Service's 
jurisdiction and the act that led to the Civilian Conservation Corps, a public works am1y 
of unetnployed 1nen, many of whom would transform the built environments of the 
parks."69 This idea den1onstrates that the Park Service and the public were both 
benefitting fron1 expansion programs. Albright also goes into extensive detail about 
Roosevelt's role in expanding park control, stating: 
On June 10, President Roosevelt signed Executive Order 6166 ... the part dealing 
with the National Park Service was Section 2, which said: All functions of 
administration of pubbc buildings, reservations, national parks, national 
n1onun1ents, and national cetneteries are consolidated in an Office ofNational 
Parks, Buildings, and Reservations in the Department of the Interior, at the head 
of which shall be a Director ofNational Parks, Buildings, and Reservation. 70 
Albright illustrates the extended power and influence theN ational Park Service gained 
with Executive Order 6166, and also shows how the Service's nmne was temporarily 
changed frmn the National Park Service to the Office of National Parks, Buildings, and 
Reservations, another fact that son1e historians simply skip over. Ise, like Albright 
dedicates a significant amount of research to the consolidation stating that that the Park 
Service officials "had con1e to believe that the national n1ilitary parks-Gettysburg, 
Chattanooga, nearly a dozen of them-national battlefield sites, etc., could be more 
efficiently administered by the Park Service."71 Along with consolidation, Ise also 
tnentions the name change stating that "the Park Service did not like its new nmne, and 
on March 2, 1934, the old name was restored."72 Both Ise and Albright grant a large 
portion of study to consolidation even though some historians completely leave out their 
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interpretations of these events. However, this consolidation is largely the answer to the 
Whitman's quintessential question of "What?" Enthusiasts for the National Park Service 
and National Parks desired to accomplish more than just setting aside land for the use of 
people, but to maintain the land and educate people on its history. The addition of 
monuments, cemeteries, battlefields, and reservations thus became tremendously 
significant to the expanding Park Service because it played on the sentitnent of the 
American public to support a system that not only protected the nation's natural features, 
but also the tnonuments and battlefields that represented the sacrifice the nation's people 
had made and the history they had helped to create. 
Even with expanding public support of the Park Service and increasing influence 
and esteetn throughout the entire country, there were stili many obstacles historians cite 
as conflicts the Park Service would have to face. Many of these conflicting issues 
surround the World Wars. Even though many historians note the inevitable stress the 
nations war-time needs would place on the Park Service, there is a large support for the 
idea that the national public interests in the parks and support for the service did not 
diminish. This idea also connects historians' claitns that the public was deeply invested in 
preserving history surrounding conflicts in which the nation was involved. Albright 
suggests that World War I had a profound in1pact on the park systen1 while stating that: 
On April 6, 1917, President Wilson signed the congressional resolution declaring 
war on Germany, and the fact that the nation was now at war affected our 
prospects and plans in several ways ... The war would make it harder than ever for 
us to protect park resources from ranching, timber, and mining interests that 
sought to use war etnergency powers as an excuse to exploit the resources for 
their own profits. The war effort also made it difficult to recruit the 
superintendents, rangers, and other workers needed for building the National Park 
Service. Some of those already at work in the parks wanted to enter the military, 
and others were subject to the draft. 73 
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Even though Albright notes the war placed a great deal of pressure on the Park Service, 
other historians show how world conflicts did not halt the national interest in National 
Parks and the National Park Service. These historians had shown that it was this interest 
that served as the backbone to the creation of the Service and suggest that it would help 
continue to further advance the Service's overall goals. Ise shows how park interest in 
World War I transcended from the public to government officials as well. He states that 
"the defeat of the spoilers was largely due to the finn stand of the United States Food 
Administrators, Ralph Merritt and Herbert Hoover, who declared that food requirements 
could be met without violating the parks."74 Ise demonstrates that support from 
government officials as well as public interest largely in1pacted the continuation of the 
park system. 
Dilsaver's research of World War II also suggests the positive in1pact of public 
interest even though he states the success of the Park Service "cmne to a crashing end 
·with the arrival of World War II. It heralded the onset of a grin1 and financially strapped 
postwar period. While park popularity and attendance continued to rise rapidly."75 He 
illustrates the idea that even though well needed funds were not necessarily available for 
the Park Service, the public was still extretnely interested in parks. He further expands on 
this idea stating that "by 1942, however, a n1ature national park system, beloved by the 
populace, handily rejected the requests for intrusion by consmnptive users."76 Dilsaver 
illustrates how this public interest transcended American public interest at hon1e to 
include American military interest abroad, claiming that "in a major statement Director 
Newton Drury spelled out the reasons why, even in times of emergency, the park system 
should remain inviolate. Drawing upon letters fro1n servicemen overseas he painted an 
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image of the parks as icons for America to be preserved pure and unabused for their 
inspiration."77 This expanding interest would help continue to fuel a national and 
ultimately governmental support of the Park Service. Tilden's research supports the idea 
that the public remained interested in parks during the war, even fron1 overseas stating 
that: 
The recent World War revealed in a touching way the love of the American 
people for their national parks and, in particular, the place that certain aspects of 
wilderness have in the hearts of those who know the1n. In the files of the regional 
offices of the Service are letters frmn young 1nen and wmnen of the armed forces, 
indicating the drean1s they dreamed during their exile on land and sea of at the 
scenes of the bloody conflict.78 
Tilden and Dilsaver de1nonstrate the idea that the parks served as an escape for not only 
the average American citizen trying to get away from domestic proble1ns, but also hope 
for the n1en and women who were desiring a return to their nation and a firm footing back 
on familiar soil and that "hopeful green stuff woven." Sax also expands on the claim of a 
national interest during international conflicts when he suggests that even though the 
government put pressure on the Park Service for resources, the Service managed to 
persuade govern1nent to stay out of parks. He states that "the War Production Board, 
whose job it was to assure adequate supplies of n1aterial, rec01n1nended that tilnber 
harvesting be permitted in the park. This situation presented an agonizing dilemma for 
Park Service officials."79 He continues to explain that the Park Service wanted to support 
the war effort, but was hesitant to grant the govemn1ent access to park resources and was 
eventually in this case able to convince goven11nent officials to search elsewhere. 80 Ise's 
research also supports Sax's claim that the Park Service was able to keep the government 
out of parks during World War II and further explains that bills were brought before 
Cont;,1ess to expand mining rights during the war but continuously failed to be repmied. 81 
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Like Sax, Ise demonstrates that the fact that government remained out of parks during the 
war shows a certain level of government support for the entire park system and a desire to 
maintain the nation's resources for the future. 
Tilden expands on the idea that there was enough public support to preserve parks 
and ulti1nately the Park Service during the wars by explaining how incredible it was that 
the Park Service made it through the wartime era. He claims that: 
World War II put the parks to a great test. In a great conflict, where the very 
existence of a nation may be the stake, it is inevitable that the way of life and all 
natural resources will be subordinated to one end: the successful prosecution of 
the war. That the parks came through practically intact in their basic integrity, 
however much they may have deteriorated for lack of money and manpower, is 
really a heartening testimony that their meaning is understood and cherished. 82 
Tilden demonstrates that even though war could have been utterly disastrous to the parks 
then1selves and did ultimately slowdown the successes of the Park Service, public 
support facilitated the survival of the parks and the Park Service. He provides futiher 
evidence that the goals of the Park Service were 1naintained due to "public sentirnent, 
expressed partly through the rnany conservation societies that are alert to the needs of the 
national parks and to the potential dangers. But behind those organizations perhaps there 
was further force. lt 1nay be that there is a more general understanding of the meaning of 
the parks by the whole people than son1eti1nes appears."83 Tilden continues to clain1 that 
the n1eaning of the parks and of the Park Service was enveloped in the hearts and minds 
of the An1erican public and this continued support tremendously helped keep the Park 
Service active. 
Though the land and its features that make up the National Parks existed long 
before humans stumbled upon them, once that interaction was made there was a great 
desire to keep that land sacred for all generations, The A_merican Planning and Civic 
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Association states in their Portfolio on the National Park and Monument System that "the 
dawn of history must have come when 1nan awoke to himself in a changing world and 
v;anted to rescue himself and the scenes he cherished from oblivion."84 ~v1any historians 
demonstrate that that desire to rescue the land along with the necessity for government to 
get involved in that preservation were the foundations in the creation of National Parks 
and ulti1nately the creation of the National Park Service. Even though historians hold 
conflicted views of whether or not the idea for a syste1n of parks and a park service was 
publically supported, there is tremendous evidence that public interest in a park syste1n 
not only existed but thrived during the later half of the nineteenth century. As n1any 
historians also pointed out, a great measure of public interest at any given tin1e is the 
literary works written during that era. Naturalist authors like VI alt Whitman and Henry 
David Thoreau, and frontiers1nen John Muir proclaimed in their works an interest in 
nature and the preservation thereof. Historians also urge that the foundations of the 
National Park Service were grounded by these early supporters and that the push for 
governn1ent to get involved came later with supporting e~idence frorn the Washburn-
Langford and Hayden Expeditions. After the government did get directly involved with 
the creation of Yellowstone National Park, historians demonstrate that the public support 
still played an increasing role throughout the organization of the National Park Service. 
Public interest in parks is also one of the 1nain encouraging factors of why so n1any 
people signed on to become park rangers and help with the organization of parks and the 
park systen1. Research on the public interest seemed to explode with the consolidation of 
the park systen1. Since the Park Service control had expanded from preservation of parks 
to monuments and battlefields, support for was these areas and the Park Service 
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dramatically increased during this time. Although research demonstrated that the 
enthusiasts for a park service faced a tremendous amount of conflict from establishment 
to organization to continuation, historical research continued to illustrate a profound 
public interest in the parks and Park Service that kept the goals of the Park Service alive. 
Through wars, depressions, and opposition from government officials the Park Service 
was able to establish itself as a credible and honorable faction of the United States' 
govern1nent. After its creation and organization, the National Park Service faced the 
larger obstacles modem history presented and with the continued support of the public 
defeated tremendous conflicts. Unfortunately, the largest obstacle facing the National 
Park Service today is encouraging a rebirth of that public interest in the National Parks. 
According to the United States' Department of the Interior's website The National Park 
Service, even though park attendance has experienced some slight increases from year to 
year over the last decade, overall attendance is on the decline. 85 The foundations of the 
National Park Service are not only based on a devoted interest in nature and its 
preservation, but also in that pride A1nericans feel for their country and its history. Over 
sixty years ago, during his time as Director of the National Park Service, Newton B. 
Drury stated in his address "The National Parks in Wartime," that: 
Pride in An1erica swells in the hearts of all who look upon the tnile-deep chasm of 
Grand Canyon, the geysers and hot springs of Yellowstone, the thundering 
waterfalls of Yosemite, the towering Sequoias, and the sweep of n1ighty forests on 
the Oly1npic Peninsula. Consciously or unconsciously there is built up within all 
who have had such experiences an increased faith in our country. 86 
The obstacles the National Park Service faces today of rebuilding the foundations of 
support and pride in national parks and the environment transcends from faith in not just 
our country, its resources and its beauty, but also faith in the world. If only this faith 
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could remind and humble us that in this world we are not just a part of an American 
society, but of a human society as well and that we all inhabit this earth together. Like 
"leaves of grass," we are all seemingly sn1al1 and insignificant, but together we are the 
foundations of our nation and our world's greatest landscapes. Perhaps Americans and 
humans alike need to once again ask ourselves "Whose?" and "What?" The creed of the 
National Park Service speaks volumes to protecting and preserving America's 
wonderlands for all generations, but like so n1any historians illustrated, the survival of the 
National Park Service, the National Parks, and everything this earth has to offer truly 
does rest in the public interest. 
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Nineteenth century conservationist and avid frontiersn1en, John Muir, once wrote 
that, "Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to play in and pray in where 
nature n1ay heal and cheer and give strength to the body and soul." As Muir so eloquently 
described, human beings need nature. We need air to breathe and fill our lungs with life. 
We need the trees that grow and reach out to our hearts with open li1nbs. We need their 
roots steadily planted in the soil. Nature truly and justly is the 1neans of sustenance for 
both "body and soul." As hun1ans, our core of survival is based in the earth and water that 
surrounds us and yet the beauty and even the necessity of those resources is often 
overlooked or worse, overused. The beauty of our nation can be found in every comer of 
the continent; in our backyards, our forests and especially our National Parks. The beauty 
of nature holds a greater power over people than n1ost realize. Fron1 the satisfaction of a 
lawn covered with perfectly trin1n1ed green blades to the shadow of hun1ility the 
Redwood trees cast over our shoulders, to the breathtaking view fron1 the top of the 
Grand Canyon, nature refuses to let us forget the sin1ple fact that we are 
bring a sense of hope and inspiration. Nature is n1ore than a ren1inder of 
can 
-it is life. 
Life, though, requires love and care. Director of the Civilian Conservation Corps program 
within the National Park Service, Conrad L. Wirth, wrote in "Parks and Wilden1ess," in 
Origins of American Conservation, "Wilderness is expanse. Wilden1ess is a whole 
environn1ent of living organisn1s. Wilderness is the beauty of nature, solitudes, and the 
music of stillness. Wilden1ess invites man to nature, refresh1nent, and wonder. 
Wilden1ess is 1nan's first hope. Wilderness persists where n1an is free, yet only where 
1nan' s actions are disciplined." 1 This discipline, Wirth articulated, is a practice that is 
often con1plicated and over-detnanding for humans to n1aintain. It is difficult to imagine 
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that the earth consists of so 1nany beautiful wildernesses and yet the wildest aspect of our 
earth seems to be human desire and greed. This desire to expand and even to survive 
sometin1es entangles our hearts and pushes us to destroy the natural v1orld around us 
leaving beauty to fade away. Without the natural world, however, we could not live, we 
could not breathe and along with beauty, hope for the future would also fade as our desire 
to survive would eventually lead to our extinction. The solution in the hearts and minds 
of many seems sin1ple, but the lack of hope can prove defeating on discipline without 
guidance and effort. 
The intricacy of discipline and hope for that matter is only confounded in titnes of 
disaster and crises. Our desires and needs for survival n1ay stand steadfast but our 
desperation and despair can transform our actions and harden our hearts. In these titnes 
resolve is so deeply needed and yet is often hidden beneath the lack of hope. In the 
moments of a people's or a even a nation's greatest crises it can be difficult to find 
strength and especially to find healing when there is no hope and in the n1ost literal 
1neaning there is no beauty and there is no bread. The Great Depression of the late 1920s 
and 1930s marked an unprecedented time of destitution in our nations' history where 
appreciation and maintenance of the natural beauty around us was easily slighted by the 
internal en1ptiness of ~ton1ach and heart. According to the United States Departn1ent of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics Website, unen1ployn1ent rose fr0111 three percent in 
1929 to over twenty percent in the early 1930s and an astounding twenty-five percent by 
1933, leaving pockets empty as well. With millions of Americans out of work, and 
starvation and homelessness rising rapidly the conservation fight could have been easily 
forgotten. Yet, John C. Paige of the National Park Service, Departn1ent ofthe Interior and 
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author of The Civilian Conservation Corps and The National Park Service, 1933- 1942 
An Adrninistrative History, expresses that as early as, "The adn1inistration of Herbert C. 
Hoover responded to the worsening econon1ic crisis by providing additional 
appropriations for construction of roads and trails in national parks and rnonun1ents and 
other public works, but these relief efforis failed to halt the econon1ic slide of the 
nation."3 Govern1nent and public support for conservation held some strength in the 
beginning of the Great Depression even as econon1ic distress continued, but efforts to 
create a conservation progran1 were ineffective under the Hoover Administration. The 
Arnerican public's strength and fortitude were revived, however, along with the hope for 
conservation during the 1932 Presidential Can1paign when the New York State Governor 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt accepted the Den1oeratic Party non1ination. Roosevelt had 
been a long standing supporter of conservation and a nature enthusiast. A roadside 
n1onun1ent in Georgia even cor11111en1orates Roosevelt's conservation efforts prior to his 
run for the presidency stating the fol 
In the early years Franklin D. Roosevelt's sojourn in Meriwether County, he 
observed that no great effort was n1ade to replace trees on cut -over or burnt areas 
not suitable for agriculture. As a dernonstration ofreplacernent, together with 
erosion and water-shed control, he devoted a little over five acres of his fam1 to 
the planting of 5000 longleaf pine seedlings in_ the winter of 1929-30. The 
plantings were made in the area in1n1ediately south of this marker. A tornado in 
1954 destroyed about half the original stand. 4 
Roosevelt further den1onstrated that support and enthusias1n during his non1ination 
acceptance speech on July 2, 1932 when he stated, "Let us use con1n1on sense and 
business sense, and, just as one example, we know that a very hopeful and in11nediate 
n1eans of relief, both for the unen1ployed and for agriculture, will come from a wide plan 
of the converting of n1any n1illions of acres of rnarginal and unused land into timber land 
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through reforestation. "5 As early as the nomination process Roosevelt intrigued the nation 
with his ideas of melding conservation and employn1ent opportunities. During his 
campaign in September of 1932 Roosevelt again con1mented on the idea of creating a 
national conservation employn1ent project while praising "the excellent program adapted 
this year by the Society of An1erican Foresters," stating that the prograrn: 
Needs to be transplanted into 1nore effective coordinated action by individual 
forest owners, the several States and the Nation. We need also, as I have said on 
other occasions, a soil survey of the entire Nation and a national land-use 
progrmn. This has an important bearing on reforestation, which must be jointly a 
State and Federal concern, but with more effective encouragement from the 
Federal govern1nent than it has received in the past.6 
Throughout his can1paign, Roosevelt continued expressing his passion for conservation 
and forming programs to assist citizens in finding employment through the means of 
revitalizing nature and securing natural resources for the nation. 
Although some doubted his abilities to carry out such eccentric and extraordinary 
drean1s, Roosevelt easily won the Election of 1932 carrying n1ore than fifty-seven percent 
of the popular vote and eighty-eight percent of electoral votes. Paige stated that in 
January 1933, before Roosevelt even gave his Inaugural Address, "the nun1ber ofn1en 
that Roosevelt requested to be etnployed in forestry vvork increased fron1 25,000 to 
250,000 n1en."7 Upon becmning th~ thirty-second President of United States, Roosevelt 
den1anded further support for governn1ent progran1s and conservation in his Inaugural 
Address on March 4, 1933: 
I mn ce1iain that n1y fellow Americans expect that on my induction into the 
Presidency I will address them with a candor and a decision which the present 
situation of our Nation in1pels. This is preeminently the time to speak the truth, 
the whole truth, frankly and boldly. Nor need we shrink fro1n honestly facing 
conditions in our country today. This great Nation will endure as it has endured, 
will revive and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert n1y finn belief that the 
only thing \Ve have to fear is fear itself- nan1eless, unreasoning, UP~ustified terror 
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which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance. In every dark hour 
of our national life a leadership of frankness and vigor has met with that 
understanding and support of the people themselves which is essential to victory. 
I an1 convinced that you \viii again give that suppori to leadership in these critical 
days ... Yet our distress con1es from no failure of substance. We are stricken by 
no plague of locusts. Cornpared with the perils which our forefathers conquered 
because they believed and were not afraid we have still much to be thankful for. 
Nature still offers her bounty and hmnan efforts have n1ultiplied it. Plenty is at ou1· 
doorstep, but a generous use of it languishes in the very sight of the supply ... 
Restoration calls, however, not for changes in ethics alone. This Nation asks for 
action, and action now. 8 
Roosevelt not only requested support fron1 the nation's people, but he signified a change 
at the heart of politics. He wanted the governm.ent to get involved in solving the nation's 
proble1ns and was adamant about pointing out the many resources the nation still 
possessed. This was a gentle re1ninder to the public that there was still beauty to behold 
in the American land and even through great trials the Arnerican nation could prevail. 
Support for the Roosevelt Administration and a reflection of the core values 
Roosevelt expressed in his inaugural address were demonstrated in Secretary of the 
Harold L. Ickes' 1934 article "The Social Implications of the Roosevelt 
Adn1inistration" when he wrote: 
In n1y judg1nent here is the leader you have been looking for for rnore years than 
you would like to ren1en1ber. And, n1iracle of 1niracles, leader in a great 
forward .moven1ent for a new and better social order is actually occupying the seat 
of the n1ightiest ruler in the world today. Strong in the faith of the people~ 
entrenched in their confident aflections, he will not fail us unless we fail him. He 
is the n1aster of a stout ship, sailing in the right direction. any sort of a 
favoring breeze he will bring us safely into the harbor of a fairer land. 9 
Secretary Ickes spoke of Roosevelt's public support and his detennination to use not only 
the government to help the nation survive the Depression, but also to help the nation's 
citizens help thernselves. Roosevelt's de1neanor, as well as the detem1ination Secretary 
Ickes spoke so adamantly about, caught the attention of the public. In an excerpt from a 
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letter written during the Depression to the First Lady, a little girl from Ohio wrote, "My 
Papa likes Mr. Roosevelt, and Mother said Mr. Roosevelt carries his worries with a s1nile 
you know he is always happy." 10 Roosevelt embodied strength of character and a 
source of hope and even though the problems of the Depression presented many obstacles 
for both citizens and government to overcome. He gained the faith of the people and 
immediately went to work to turn his ideas into the actions that he so em11estly spoke 
about in his first address to the nation. 
One of the first tasks Roosevelt unde1iook was the battle against unen1ployrnent, 
which was rampantly escalating across the nation reaching deep into our nation's souls 
and leaving pockets virtually empty. According to Paige, "Unemployrnent an1ong the 
nation's youth rose even faster than general unemployn1ent." 11 Roosevelt's 
Ad1ninistration would not only have to generate a plan to put the nation's adults back to 
work, but would also have to find en1ployn1ent for the nation's youths as well. This 
undertaking would require a great deal of governn1ent planning and funding and 
Roosevelt took many opportunities to explain the process of re-en1ploy1nent to the 
American public. In one of his radio addresses he said: 
I mn appealing to the people of An1erica tonight to help in caiTying out a task that 
is in1portant to them and to their government. It is ... the greater task of finding 
jobs for willing workers who are idle through no fault of their own; of finding 
n1ore work for those who are insufficiently en1ployed and of surveying the needs 
of workers and industry to see if we can find the basis of a better long-range plan 
of re-en1ployn1ent than we have now ... Unen1ployn1ent is one of the bitter and 
galling problems that now afflicts man-kind. It has been with us, in a measure, 
since the beginning of our industrial era. It has been increased by the complexity 
of business and industry, and it has been made 1nore acute by the depression. It 
has made necessary the expenditure of billions of dollars for relief and for 
publicly created work. 12 
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The "publicly created work" that Roosevelt n1entioned in this address to the nation was 
one of the ways he planned to institute a progrmn to employ citizens in conservation 
projects across the country on farms, in forests, and in state and national parks. 
Unen1ployment and destruction, through 1neans of production and survival, of the 
nation's natural resources weighed heavy on the hearts ofn1any Americans. It seen1ed 
natural to Roosevelt to atte1npt to return the beauty of nature to the nation's people and 
the bread to their tables by bringing "together the nation's young 1nen and the land in an 
effort to save them both." 13 Roosevelt was not only concerned with driving down the 
unemployrnent rate and putting people back to work, he also sought to establish a way to 
keep the nation strong and beautiful for the future. He put his love of nature and passion 
for conservation in1mediately into his proposed New Deal Prograrns when he started 
developing a solid foundation for the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). 
On March 14, 1933, just over a week after his inaugural address Roosevelt sent a 
me1norandum to the Secretaries of , Interior, Agriculture and Labor stating, "I ~1111 
asking you to_ constitute yourselves an inforn1al cmn1nittee of the cabinet to coordinate 
the plans for the proposed civilian Conservation Corps."14 Roosevelt knew the creation of 
such a progran1 would require a great deal of support fron1 other govenunent officials and 
he needed to include ideas fi~on1 a variety of departn1ents to ensure its succes·s. He also 
knew he would need widespread public suppori for the program to be successful so he 
began discussing the possible program with the media the very next day. On March 15, 
1933, at a press conference at the Executive Offices of the White House, when asked 
about what the men of the CCC would be doing, Roosevelt said," ... one of our great 
difficulties all over the country is with fire, and these men will be put to work in building 
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fire breaks."15 Fire prevention and fire fighting were tren1endously significant in forest 
areas and regions struck by draught and thus an extremely important public concern. 
Roosevelt was also asked how long the work would keep the proposed 200,000 rrten 
occupied and Roosevelt replied, "It is certainly over a year and probably over a good deal 
longer than that." 16 Roosevelt's vision for a CCC was not only held in regards to the 
present. This was a program Roosevelt deemed necessary for the future of the nation's 
natural resources as well as the immediate relief of unemployrnent. On March 21, 193 3, 
Roosevelt further responded to the growing concerns of unemployment when he fonnally 
requested the creation of the CCC in an address to Congress: 
It is essential to our recovery progrmn that measures immediately be enacted 
aimed at unemploy111ent- relief. A direct attack in this problem suggests three 
types of legislation. The first is the enrolhnent of workers now by the Federal 
Governn1ent for such public employr11ent as can be quickly started and will not 
interfere \vith the den1and for or the proper standards of nonnal employn1ent. The 
second is grants to States for relief work. The third extends to a broad public 
works labor-creating progrmn. The first of these measures which I have 
enun1eratcd, however, can and should be immediately enacted. I propose to create 
a civilian conservation corps to be used in sin1ple work, not interfering with 
norn1al ernployment, and confining itself to forestry, the prevention of soil 
erosion, flood control and similar projects. I call your attention to the fact that this 
type of work is of definite, practical value, not only through the prevention of 
great present financial loss, but also as a means of creating future national wealth . 
. . 1 cstin1ate that 250,000 1nen can be given te1nporary e1nploy1nent by early 
summer if you give me the authority to proceed within the next two weeks ... 
This enterprise is an established part of our national policy. It will conserve our 
precious natural resources ... We can take a vast army of these unernployed out 
into healthful surroundings ... it is an essential step in this en1ergency. I ask its 
adoption. 17 
Roosevelt expressed his desire to Congress to get the govemn1ent involved in creating 
jobs and creating opportunities to conserve natural resources. He emphasized that 
conservation work would endure over time because it was a continual process of 
renewing resources and maintaining natural surroundings. Congress complied with 
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Roosevelt's request on March 31, 1933 approving the Act for the relief of unemployment 
through the performance of useful public work, and for other purposes which stated: 
Be it enacted by the Senate and !louse of Representative of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That for the purpose of relieving the acute 
condition of widespread distress and unen1ployment now existing in the United 
States, and in order to provide for the restoration of the country's depleted natural 
resources and the advancen1ent of an orderly program of useful public works, the 
President is authorized ... to provide for employing citizens of the United States 
who are unemployed in the construction, tnaintenance and carrying on of works 
of a public nature in connection with ... tin1ber production, the prevention of 
forest fires, floods and soil erosion, plant pest and disease control, the 
construction, maintenance or repair of paths, trails and fire-lanes in the national 
parks. 18 
'The Act granted Roosevelt the authority to create the CCC and also outline the role the 
Corps would play and where their cmnps would be pem1itted. Roosevelt set to work 
in1n1ediately and Executive Order 6101 was issued on AprilS, 1933 in which according 
to Paige, "The president announced that Robert Fechner would be the director of the 
En1ergency Conservation Work (ECW), as the Civilian Conservation Corps was 
officially called. The press, however, continued to use the title Civilian Conservation 
Corps and the name was officially changed to this in 1937." 19 With a director in place 
and support fron1 Congress, the Civilian Conservation Corps could begin to carry out its 
greater meaning. The n1ost significant purposes of the Civilian Conservation Corps as 
described by both Roosevelt and Congress was to help alleviate unen1ployn1ent and to 
conserve natural resources. Roosevelt confirn1ed the goals he and Fechner would have to 
carry into action once again on May 7, 1933 in an outline of the New Deal where he 
stated, "First, vve are giving opportunity of employment to one-qumier of a n1illion of the 
unemployed ... In creating this civilian conservation corps we are killing two birds with 
one stone ... we are conserving not only our natural resources but our human 
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resources."
20 Roosevelt was concerned about both citizens and nature. He wanted to 
provide jobs that would continuously benefit all people and their surroundings. 
Roosevelt's response to a letter fron1 Representative John VI. tvfcCorn1ack of 
Massachusetts on November 16, 1935, is consistent in expressing these same purposes. 
Roosevelt wrote: 
My Dear Mr. McCormack: I have carefully read your letter of November 
eleventh, in reference to the work of the En1ergency Conservation Work 
organization. It has been very gratifying to know that the Civilian Conservation 
Corps camps have 1net with such general approval and that they have 
accomplished so much good work both in the direction of rehabilitating needy 
men as well as in conserving and restoring our natural resources. 2 t 
Roosevelt's letter demonstrates that the 1nission of the CCC was well received and that 
the goals had already begun to be carried out. Upon answering a letter to I. Van Meter, 
Time, New York City, Marguerite A. LeHand, Private Secretary to the President, 
reiterated similar sentin1ents about the purposes of the Civilian Conservation Corps when 
she wrote on July 15, 1939: 
My dear Mr. Van Meter: I have shown your letter of June twenty-third to the 
President, with respect to the question as to who is entitled to the credit for the 
conception of the Civilian Conservation Corps. Basically the idea is one of 
conservation of forests and water and soil. No one alive today can claim to have 
originated the idea of conservation ... Essentially, the Civilian Conservation 
Corps idea is merely a cmnbination of these two thoughts: (1) putting people to 
work with public funds, and (2) conserving forests, water and soil. .. It was rather 
the obvious conflux of the desire for conservation and the need for finding useful 
22 
work for une1nployed young men. 
Roosevelt's unique dremn of returning hundreds of thousands of men back to work 
through conservation programs united 1nan and nature in the main goal of bringing the 
country out of the Depression. Conservation efforts could provide inspiration through 
beauty for the future and hope of the better times ahead. In tun1, the Civilian 
Conservation Corps ·would not only be responsible for advancing the natural state of the 
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nation, it would also help to advance morale a missing cmnponent in the hearts and 
ho1nes of n1illions of An1ericans during the Depression. 
Roosevelt would have to set the foundation for the Civilian Conservation Corps 
by deciding how the e1nployment of his proposed 250,000 1nen would be organized. In 
passing the Act for the relief of unemployment through the perfonnance of useful public 
work, and for other purposes, Congress also granted Roosevelt the authorization, "by 
regulation, to provide for housing the persons so employed and furnishing then1 with such 
subsistence, clothing, n1edical attendance and hospitalization, and cash aliowance, as may 
be necessary, during the period they are so en1ployed ... "23 The Act not only allowed 
Roosevelt to set up how would be regulated to CCC members, but also how and 
what benefits would be provided. The CCC would become more than just a source of 
incon1e to me1nbers. It would becon1e a source of life and purpose for hundreds of 
thousands of1nen and their families and a source of life for the nation's natural resources 
as well. During a n1eeting on · 3, according to Paige, "It was also decided that the 
initial enrolln1ent for the conservation work would be limited to single 1nen between the 
ages of 18 and 25," with the further stipulation that these n1en had to be "willing to send 
up to $25 of their $30 wage check to their fan1ilies. "24 Initially the CCC was set up in 
s1;1ch a way to help a younger generation because of the high unemployrnent rate of young 
adult n1ales. John Chan1berlain, in his 1939 miicle "Our Jobless Youth: a Warning," 
wrote: 
Out-of-school youth has the highest unen1ployrnent of any age level in the 
country ... Yet the period of the "wild children" lasted only for a brief n1oment. .. 
As we shall see, the CCC and the National Youth Administration have thrown 
life-lines to the most desperate cases ... Den1ocracy's stop-gap answer to the 
challenge of unemployed out-of-school youth has been the Civilian Conservation 
Corps and the National Youth Ad1ninistration.25 
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Cha1nberlain's article de1nonstrated the nation's dependence on the governn1ent created 
work programs for en1ploying youth. Govern1nent officials recognized the growing issue 
of youth unemployn1ent and on April 5 during the first official meeting of the ECW 
advisory council, "plans were developed for the enrollment of the first 25,000 youths."26 
The youth of the Depression, however, were not the only de1nographic to benefit from the 
opportunities offered by the CCC. Upon the realization that 1nore work could be provided 
through the CCC program, Paige stated that Roosevelt and Fechner would have to 
reorganize the enrollment process and: 
On April 14 enrollment privileges were extended to American Indians, who were 
generally allowed to go to their work projects on a daily basis and return hon1e at 
night. On April 22 enrolln1ent was opened to locally etnployed men. On May 11 
veterans of World War I were pennitted to join the ECW. These enrollees, n1en in 
their 30s and 40s, were granted special camps, operated on a more lenient basis 
than the regular can1ps, and were selected by the Veterans Administration rather 
than the Labor Depmin1ent. 27 
Allowing Spanish An1erican and World War I veterans to enroll in the CCC progran1 
becan1e significantly importance and "made it possible for n1ore than 250,000 veterans to 
rebuild lives disrupted by earlier service to their country."28 The program would provide 
a means for these n1en to not only rebuild their own lives, but also to help rebuild their 
country fron1 the ground up. It would also help revive their purpose and their sense of 
civic responsibility and devotion to their nation. Also, by allowing various age groups to 
enroll, public 1norale would enhance the success of the progrmn. It would allow the older 
generation of enrollees to leave a lasting legacy through their work in forests and parks, 
and it would allow the younger generation of enrollees to extend that legacy into the 
future. The program would be a uniting factor that transcended age and brought the 
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nation's people together for the greater good of repairing and revitalizing the nation's 
natural resources. 
With the requiren1ents for enrolhnent expanding and unen1ployment continuing 
its steep incline, Roosevelt began collaborating with the Forest Service and Park Service 
to start placing enrollees in ca1nps across the nation thus relieving some of the distress of 
the Depression. Journalist Reed Engle recounted the events of one of Roosevelt's visits to 
Shenandoah National Park: 
During the President's brief stop at Ca111p Nira [S.N.P. CCC Camp #3], he was 
treated to a brief pageant entitled 'The burial of old man depression and dear and 
the return of happy days.' ... two C.C.C. rnembers, one with a banner 'C.C.C.' 
and the other with the syn1bol 'NJRA' [National Industrial Recovery Act], 
n1arched toward a covered object labeled 'fear.' As the torchbearers set fire to 
covering destroyed, [and] 'Old Man Depression' was revealed in 
effigy. This too was fired and the President happily com1nented, "that's right, 
burn hin1 up.' ... The bugler played 'Happy Days Are Here Again' as the 
President ... applauded. 29 
Engle's article de1nonstrated that the presence of the CCC in the national parks helped to 
overpower the fear that so heavily acc01npanied the Depression. Roosevelt worked 
closely with the National Park Service and Director Robert Fechner to ensure a decrease 
in that fear and in the unen1ploYJnent that plagued the nation's people by setting up CCC 
cmnps throughout the nation's national parks. According to Paige, "By mid-May the Park 
Service was prepared for 12,600 men to be employed within national parks."30 Roosevelt 
had very specific ideas about the way can1ps should be laid out and how and where the 
labor source should be allocated. Paige wrote that "the president insisted that each can1p 
be con1posed of 200 n1en doing work progran1s designed to last for six months and that 
he personally approve the can1p locations and work assignments. Both the Forest Service 
and the Park Service opposed the 200-man quota because many of their jobs required 
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fewer n1en. But they modified their programs to conform with presidential wishes."31 
Since Roosevelt was detern1ined to use the Civilian Conservation Corps prograrn to 
employ as many men as possible sorne progran1s would have to be altered. One of the 
ways the Forest Service and Park Service were able to accon1n1odate additional workers 
was to eliminate purchasing equipment that would replace 1nanuallabor. According to 
Paige, "a bulldozer was not to be purchased, because there were enough men to do the 
same work."32 Forest Service and Park Service realized that even though machinery 
could be purchased to efficiently accomplish a great deal of conservation work, there 
were willing and able bodies that desperately needed work and the n1oney that went along 
with a place in the CCC. Another stipulation n1entioned that enabled n1ore rnen to be 
given employment opportunities was Roosevelt's s]x n1onth work policy as n1entioned in 
the Act for the relief of unemployment through the pe1jormance of useful public work. 
Although this six month work syste1n would mean only te1nporary employment for 
1nen1bers, smne were allowed to apply for reenrolltnent. This policy would help workers 
gain work experience and ten1porary ernployn1ent and pen11it jobs to be turned over in 
ti1ne to new factions of workers, which would 1nean the CCC would becon1e a vaster and 
more far reaching prograrn. This would 1naxin1ize the unused labor force and also help 
the program 1neet Roosevelt's goal of e1nployment. 
According to an article printed in An1erican Forests: The Magazine of The 
American Forestry Association, on July of 1933, within a few short months after 
proposing the creation of the CCC and setting the foundation for the pro grain to be 
instituted, the CCC had "n1ore than 235,000 young n1en enrolled." The article further 
expressed "President Roosevelt's plan to have 275,000 unemployed men in forest work 
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can1ps by July 1 is nearing successful conclusion. On June 8 1nore than 80,000 men were 
established in 400 forest camps, while 155,000 were in conditioning camps. These will be 
transferred to the work can1ps at the rate of nearly 9,000 a day."33 Roosevelt had 
accomplished bringing hundreds of thousands of men out of the destitution of 
unen1ployn1ent and he had done it in such a way as to benefit the entire country through 
the conservation work these 1nen would be con1pleting. Roosevelt further expressed his 
sentin1ents about his continued passion for nature and the value of conservation to 
Congress on January 24, 1935, stating the following: 
It is only in recent years that we have lean1ed how greatly ... we have harmed 
Nature and Nature in turn has harmed us ... Furthermore, it is only within our 
own generation that the development of science, leaping forward, has taught us 
where and how we violated nature's i1nn1utable laws and where and how we can 
con1n1ence to repair such havoc as 1nan has wrought. .. Men and Nature must 
work hand in hand. 34 
In creating the CCC progran1, Roosevelt had truly brought n1en and nature together to 
work hand in hand. One of the places this bond was n1ost prevalent and beneficial was in 
the national parks. In a letter on January 1936 to Frederic A. Delano, Chairn1an of the 
National Park Dinner, Roosevelt praised the National Park Service saying that, "Present 
day and future citizens of the United States owe very 1nuch to the vision of the n1en who 
were pioneers in the work which was carried on by the National Park Service and while 
that service is now established on a very solid footing, it will always need the support of 
far-seeing, public-spirited and conscientious citizens."35 Roosevelt explained how the 
National Park Service needed continual support fr01n the nation's people and it was 
evident that one of the 1nain objectives in creating the CCC surrounded the idea of 
1naintaining that support. Even though the CCC and the Park Service were able to 
establish over one hundred carnps in the national parks by October 1934, Roosevelt's 
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history of admiration for the national parks led him to place a larger e1nphasis on the vast 
amount of work that could be acco1nplished in the specific regions around the national 
parks. 
In a letter to Robert Fechner, in July of 1937, Roosevelt expressed "in view of the 
fact that there is so much work to be done in the national parks, the national forests, the 
national monuments and the game refuges, I hope we can confine the CCC work aln1ost 
entirely to these areas and to si1nilar areas ."36 The national parks were an expanding 
portion of the American landscape and the American dream. These locales were a place 
to escape the anguish of the Depression and revel in wilderness and beauty. J. Horace 
McFarland, a fon11er president of the American Civic Association wrote, "the parks are 
the Nation's pleasure grounds and the Nation's restoring places .... The national parks ... are 
an American idea. "37 This American idea was what the Civilian Conservation Corps was 
so avidly atten1pting to e1nbrace and enhance. Newton B. Drury, a later National Park 
Service Director, also spoke to the An1erican values and ideas the would be 
protecting and further expressed the sentin1ent that national parks served a grander 
purpose than just being a beautiful place to visit: 
The A1nerican way of life consists of something that goes greatly beyond the 
mere obtaining of the necessities of existence. If it means anything, it n1eans that 
An1erica presents to its citizens an opportunity to: grow n1entally and spiritually, 
as well as physically. The National Park Syste1n and the work of the National 
Park Service constitute one of the Federal Government's i1nportant contributions 
to that oppo1iunity. Together they 1nake it possible for all An1ericans--1nillions of 
the1n at first-hand--to enjoy unspoiled the great scenic places of the Nation .... The 
National Park System also provides, through areas that are significant in history 
and prehistory, a physical as well as spiritual linking of present-day Atnericans 
with the past of their country. 38 
Roosevelt established the CCC to help revitalize the nation's resources and natural 
locations like the national parks, and yet it was through these resources and locations that 
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the nation's spirit was revitalized. Through the CCC Americans found jobs, pride, hope 
and beauty in nature and especially in national parks. Stephen T. Mather, original 
National Park Service Director fron1 1917-1929, pondered this idea asking, "Who will 
gainsay that the parks contain the highest potentialities of national pride, national 
contentlnent, and national health? A visit inspires love of country; begets contentlnent; 
engenders pride of possession; contains the antidote for national restlessness .... He is a 
better citizen with a keener appreciation of the privilege of living here who has toured the 
national parks."39 Mather's solution for national restlessness was for people to visit 
national parks, to find pride in their nation and appreciation for the life and beauty that 
nature provides. Unemployrnent during the Depression served as one of the largest 
sources of the restlessness the nation was experiencing and the CCC was providing the 
n1eans for 1nen to both find en1ployrnent and continue to in1prove the development of 
national parks for the benefit of all citizens and the overall state of the nation. 
During his radio address at Two Medicine Chalet, at Glacier National Park on 
August 5, 1934, Roosevelt adhered to the principle of national pride stating that, "There 
is nothing so An1erican as our national parks. The scenery and wild life are native and the 
fundan1ental idea behind the parks is native. It is, in brief, that the country belongs to the 
people; that what it is and what it is in the process of making is for the enrichn1ent of the 
lives of all of us. Thus the parks stand as the outward syrnbol of this great hmnan 
principle. "40 Roosevelt continued his speech to further address the connection of the CCC 
with national parks, where he stated: 
Today I have seen so1ne of the work of the Civilian Conservation Corps boys in 
this Northwestern country. Of the three hundred thousand young men in these 
Cmnps, 75,000 are at work in our national parks. Here, under trained leadership, 
we are helping these tnen to help the1nselves and their famjlies and at the sarne 
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time we are making the parks more available and more useful for the average 
citizcn. 41 
By connecting national parks to the An1encan spirit, Roosevelt would provide a sense of 
ownership to the nation's people. He suggested that Americans take pride in their nation 
and by so doing, suppo1i would increase for maintaining the nation's resources and thus 
progrmns which were n1eant to carry out those principles, like the CCC. Roosevelt 
concluded his Glacier National Park address stating that, "We are definitely in an era of 
building, the best kind of building the building of great public projects for the benefit of 
the public and with the definite objective of building hmnan happiness. I believe, too, that 
we are building a better comprehension of our national needs ... This is but another 
example of our efforts to build not for today alone, but for tornorrow as well."42 
Roosevelt suggested that the roots of success for conservation lied in the people's desire 
to save the land they lived on and lived fron1, the desire to save the nature that continued 
to intrigue and inspire n1illions, and all the to place the weight of the 
future of the nation's resources on their own shoulders for all the generations that would 
follow. 
In a speech on July 8, 1933 Roosevelt expressed his pride for the prograrn and his 
own passion for conservation in greeting the Civilian Conservation Corps: 
I welcmne the opportunity to extend, through the medium of the colun1ns of 
Happy Days, a greeting to the n1en who constitute the Civilian Conservation 
Corps. Congratulations are due those responsible for the successful 
accmnplishment of the gigantic task of creating the camps, arranging for the 
enlistments and launching the greatest peacetime n1ovement this country has ever 
seen. It is my belief that what is being accmnplished will conserve our natural 
resources, create future national wealth and prove of moral and spiritual value not 
only to those of you who are taking part, but to the rest of the country as well. .. I 
want to congratulate you on the opportunity you have and to express to you my 
appreciation for the hearty cooperation which you have given this movement 
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\Vhich is so vital a step in the fight against the depression and to \vish you 
all a pleasant, wholesome and constntctively helpful stay in the woods. 4 :~ 
The men Roosevelt had welcomed that 111ade up the CCC were n1ore then 
n1erely helpful during their "stay in accon1plishing an astounding amount of 
work over the duration of the program. In their establishment year alone the CCC was 
able to complete numerous "forest in1provemcnt projects, construction and maintenance 
of fire breaks, clearing of can1pgrounds and trails, construction of fire and recreation-
related structures, road and trail building, forest fire suppression, survey work, plant 
eradication, erosion control, bridge building, Hood control, tree disease control, insect 
control, can1pground construction, and landscaping."44 After the first completed year of 
the CCC, Roosevelt's progran1 accmnplished the initial goal of employing over 250,000 
n1en. The progrmn was also able to establish its extren1ely significant role in the effort to 
save the nation's natural resources. Roosevelt stated that by August of 1934, "Hundreds 
of rniles of firebreaks been built, fire hazards have been reduced on great tracts of 
tin1berland, thousands of 1niles of roadside been cleared, 2,500 n1iles of trails have 
been constructed and 10,000 acres have been reforested. Other tens of thousands of acres 
have been treated for tree disease and soil erosion."45 Hundreds oftnen continued their 
enrolln1ent in the CCC progran1 years after its creation and continued to becmne a part of 
the expanding conservation history of the nation. On October 24, 1936, Fechner wrote a 
letter to Roosevelt to expanding on the vastly increasing list of work acco1nplished by the 
CCC, stating that: 
Our records show that during the last few years the Civilian Conservation Corps 
has launched the nation on its first broad-gage and effective conservation 
program. The Civilian Conservation Corps has added enormous tangible values to 
the country's physical resources through the construction of roads, 
communication lines and fire detection facilities; through control of insect and 
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disease pests, fire and rodents that injure and destroy natural resources ... through 
the development of ne\:v recreational opportunities; through protection of forests, 
watersheds, agricultural lands and con1mtmities against flood and soil erosion; 
through projects conserving water and improving land drainage; through the 
protection and increased propagation of game animals and birds; through the 
planting of nearly one billion trees; through improving range conditions for 
livestock; through aid to land reclmnation projects; through physical 
in1provements to Indian, n1ilitary and naval reservations; and through n1any other 
types of projects of public interest and utility which are noncon1petitive with 
. . d 46 pnvate 1n ustry. 
Fechner's letter to the President demonstrates the tremendous amount of work the CCC 
had already accon1plished. The "tangible values" Fechner alludes to are son1e of the 1nost 
in1po1iant aspects of the CCC undertakings. The American public could not see hope or 
reach out to optin1isrn, but the meaning behind the creation of the CCC was truly 
tangible. The Alnerican public could visit national parks and take shade under any one of 
the billions of trees planted in just the first few years of the program. Chance Finegan 
wrote in his article, "The Spirit of the Civilian Conservation Corps" that, "The sweat and 
toil of more than 3,000,000 young men is now etnbodied in CCC-built facilities 
stretching fron1 Maine to California. The federal government spent n1ore than $3 billion 
on the CCC, and its investment is still bearing fruit every time people visit parks such as 
Great Sn1oky, Yellowstone, J\1ount Rainer, or hike the Appalachian Trail."47 Lewis VI. 
Douglas, Director of the Bureau of the Budget wrote a memorandun1 to Roosevelt on 
April 3, 1934 about this "fruit bearing investn1ent," which included a spending chart that 
noted the goven1n1ent had spent $402,895,600 on the CCC in just 1934 and 1935 and the 
chati also showed that the government had increased spending for theN ational Park 
Service from $18,087,700 in 1934 to $18,431,200 in 1935.48 In January of 1934, 
Roosevelt had written to Fechner about his desire to request these funds saying "My dear 
Tv1r. Director: It is my desire that the 1\dministration of Etnergency Conser;ation V/ ork 
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should continue the Civilian Conservation Corps camps until April 1, 1935, and for this 
purpose I am requesting the Congress to authorize an appropriation $275,000,000 for 
the use of the Adn1inistration during the first nine n1onths of the fiscal year 1 
Millions ofrnen and dollars had been allocated to the CCC progn1n1 and the outcome and 
value of their conservation efforts was more astonishing than anyone could have realized. 
Fechner expressed this value in a letter to Roosevelt on April 14, 1939 when he wrote, "I 
believe that the general popularity of the Corps is due to a large measure to the belief of 
the general public that it has not been conducted as a welfare organization but has 
engaged in useful worthwhile work that was adding substan6ally to the wealth of the 
Nation."5° Fechner described the wealth and worth that the CCC brought back to the 
nation through their i1111nense labor efforts. In his previously mentioned October letter, 
Fechner also included a chart that broke down that insurmountable work effort into the 
square and cubic yards, rods, n1iles, nun1bers, acres and 1nan-days the progran1 had 
con1p leted: 
Civilian Conservation Corps 
Selected List of Types of Work Completed (I) 
(April, 1933 -June 30, 1936) 
Description 
Fighting Forest Fires .................... . 
Fire Breaks........ . ............... . 
Fire Hazard Reduction ............. . 
Fire Prev. Pres up. [sic] ......... . 
Disease and Pest Control .......... . 
Forest Trees Planted .............. .. 
Tree Nursery Work ................. . 
Forest Stand In1prvmt. ............ .. 
Roads (4 Major Types) ............ . 
Trails (Foot & Horse) ............. .. 
Telephone Lines ................... .. 
Bridges (4 Major Types) .......... . 
Buildings ( 16 Maj. Types) 
Unit 
Man-days ... .. 
Miles ......... . 
J\1ilcs ......... . 
Man-days .... . 
Acres ......... . 
Nun1ber. ..... . 
Man-days ... .. 
Acres ......... . 
Miles ........ .. 
Miles ......... . 
Miles ......... . 
Nu1nber ...... . 
Number ...... . 
New TVork 
2,761,818 
2, 1 
13, 
50, 344 
'018 
766, 117, 000 
1' 193 
2,457,319 
76,256 
18,325 
48, 624 
36, 761 
34, 992 
Fences & Guard Rails .............. . 
Water Sources (2) .................. . 
Large Dams ......................... . 
Erosion Check Dan1s .............. . 
Eros. Control Planning ............ . 
Channel Clearing (3) .............. . 
Channel Excavation ............... . 
Emerg. Work (floods, etc.) ...... .. 
Fish Rearing Ponds ................ . 
Fish Stocked ........................ . 
Rodent Control. .................... . 
Ti1nber Estimating ................. . 
Rods .......... . 
Nun1ber. .... .. 
Nmnber. .... .. 
Nmnber. .... .. 
Sq. Yds ...... . 
Sq. Yds ...... . 
Cu. Yds ...... . 
Man-days .... . 
Number ...... . 
Ntnnber ...... . 
Acres ......... . 
Acres ........ . 
6,555,813 
16,398 
2,409 
2,439,808 
1, 765,983,485 
138,234,253 
5,369,078 
707,545 
3, 754 
189,324,245 
21,507,889 
27, 717, 72951 
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Roosevelt's "Soil Soldiers" or "Tree Army," as the CCC men were often described, 
reached into every comer of conservation from planting trees, to fighting fires, to 
building roads and bridges, to stocking fish and controlling pests and disease. They were 
"responsible for more than half the reforestation, public and private, accornplished in the 
nation's history."52 The CCC built and rebuilt. They rescued the nation frorn devastating 
fires and floods. Though their physical accon1plishrnents seemed infinite, these were only 
surpassed by their ability to bring needed hope and beauty to the nation. 
Another accomplishment not tnentioned in Fechner's chart, that also reestablished 
hope was the educational opportunities the CCC programs provided.- Chmnberlain's 1939 
article dernonstrated that son1e "50,000 illiterate boys learued to read and write in CCC 
camps between 1933 and 1937. Some 300,000 n1ore continued elen1entary schooling, 
200,000 studied high school subjects, and 50,000 took college subjects. Vocationally, the 
CCC is limited; but it has turned out young n1en with a useful knowledge of soil 
conservation, road building, forestry, aut01nobile mechanics, carpentry, furniture-making, 
and cooking."53 The CCC had provided thousands of youths with opportunities for the 
knowledge to read and write which would help carry the1n through the depression with a 
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however, \Vould carry over into the beauty of the land and the future the nation's 
resources as a whole. Roosevelt con1n1ended the CCC accmnplishn1ents on conservation 
and providing the nation' youth with opportunities on the third anniversary of the 
progrmn' s establishment in a radio address: 
Our records show that the results achieved in the protection and improvernent of 
our ti1nbered dornain, in the arrest of soil wastage, in the developn1ent of needed 
recreational areas, in wildlife conservation, and in flood control have been as 
in1pressive as the results achieved in the rehabilitation of youth. Through your 
spirit and industry it has been dernonstrated that young men can be put to work in 
our forests, parks, and fields on projects which benefit both the Nation's youth and 
. 11 54 conservatron genera y. 
Roosevelt again related back to one of his initial goals of combining efforts to relieve 
unen1ployrnent and conserve the nation's resources and beauty. The accomplish1nents of 
the CCC, however, had extended past conservation and ernployment to include education 
and an overall sense of healing. Beauty and relief were being restored throughout the 
nation. 
A great deal of the beauty restored and re-glorified by the CCC during the 
Depression was found in the national parks. One of the national parks that greatly 
benefitted from the CCC progran1 was Mmnrnoth Cave National Park. The park was 
dedicated in 1941, and by that tirne: 
The CCC had constructed water bnes, a n1odern sewage systen1, telephone lines, 
picnic areas, maintenance buildings and park residences. Miles of park roads were 
irnproved. Cave tour route trails were constructed and hiking trails on the surface 
were established. Thousands of acres of fon11er fannland was reclaimed by 
controlling erosion, planting trees, and removing hundreds of structures and 1niles 
of fences. 55 
The CCC had played a large role in helping pave the way for parks to be created. In his 
book The Civilian Conservation Corps, 1933- 1942: A New Deal Case Study, John A. 
Sahnond also demonstrated the role the National Park Service played in creating CCC 
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camps, the 1nany assignn1ents the men en1ployed in those cmnps were able to accmnpllsh, 
and the role they played in the establishment of parks: 
The rnajority of the contra lied by the Department of the Interior were 
e1nployed by the National Park Service on tasks directly related to 
in1proven1ent and protection of national parks ... National Park carnps built 
bridges, installed telephone lines, constructed stoves, fireplaces, and picnic tables, 
and rnade dan1s, lakes, and swin11ning pools. They opened up many park areas to 
the pub lie through the construction of roads and trails. Land was purchased and 
turned into new parks entirely by CCC labor. The largest of these, Big Bend 
National Park in Texas, was rnore than six hundred acres. 56 
Before it was officially established as Big Bend National Park, the Texas Canyons State 
Park, as it was known in the 1930s, was responsible for employing "as n1any as two 
hundred young men between the ages of 18-25" through the CCC programs. 57 Those n1en 
accomplished a tren1endous amount of work in the park area where "the CCC built an all-
weather access road into the Chisos Mountains Basin. They surveyed and built the seven-
mile road using only picks, shovels, rakes, and a dun1p truck, which they loaded by hand. 
They scraped, dug, and blasted 10,000 truck loads of earth and rock and constructed 17 
stone culverts, still in use today along the Basin road."58 In 1940, when second CCC 
camp was established in Big B-end ... This group built the Lost Mine Trail, a store, and 
four stone and adobe cottages still used as lodging today. These CCC boys surveyed the 
park boundary and established trail and facility 1ocations."59 The CCC helped transform 
the Texan State Park into an area of great interest. In the early 1930s, famous 
frontiersmen Everett Townsend expressed his dream of turning the Bid Bend region into 
a national park saying, "I wish you would take a map of the State showing the counties, 
put your pencil point on the Rio Grande, just where the Brewster and Presidio County 
line hit that stream; then draw a line due East and at a distance of sixty miles it will again 
strike the River. I\1y dream is to n1ake the area South of this line into a park and I shall 
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live to see it done."60 In June of 1944, Townsend's drea1n was realized "partially as a 
result of CCC developrnent, Big Bend becan1e a national park."(JJ 
Shenandoah National Park -vvas another park that extremely benefitted from the 
work of the CCC and like Big Bend National Park. ''long before it was born, was 
oft1cially baptized by the Civilian Conservation Corps."62 Shenandoah National Park was 
not officially established until 1935, but 1nultiple CCC camps were present in many of 
the regions that made up the park as early as May of 1933.63 One of the CCC's first 
responsibilities was to help correct "initial design failings" of Skyline Drive and to 
"ren1ove all evidence ofhm11an occupation."64 Son1e of the other early tasks the CCC 
tackled in Shenandoah "were concerned with the building of trails, fire roads and towers, 
log cmnfort stations, construction projects associated with the Skyline Drive, and picnic 
grounds within the nanow conidor."65 Reed Engle's article "Shenandoah: Not Without 
the CCC" showed how the CCC was able to con1plete many of efforts: 
To accon1plish these obj by 1 the a sawn1ill that 
produced the n1aterials to construct park bui (n1ost often frmn chestnut cut 
fr0111 trees killed over a decade earlier by the blight), a n1ill to produce of 
the characteristic hand-n1ade concrete tiles sin1ulating wood shingles on 
111any of Shenandoah's buildings, a blacksn1ith shop tun1ing out hinges, latches, 
sign brackets, and tools, and a sign shop producing the hand-routed chestnut 
signboards emulating the standards established for the western parks. M 
The CCC was able to internally establish a way to use the resources available from the 
land and local areas to con1plete the many projects desired to open and n1aintain 
Shenandoah National Park. At Shenandoah's dedication on July 3, 1936, Roosevelt 
den1onstrated his admiration for the work cmnpleted when he exclain1ed, "I think, from 
first hand evidence, that the product of the labor of the n1en of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps, who have opened up the Shenandoah National Park and other parks to the use and 
the enjoyn1ent of our citizens ... is ... significant. .. This Park, therefore, together with its 
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many sisters that are cmning to completion in every part of our land, is in the largest 
sense a work of conservation. ''67 Roosevelt continued his speech touching on the ideas of 
unemployment relief and the n1ounting accon1plishn1ents of the CCC: 
Through all ofthen1, we are preserving the beauty and the wealth of the hills, the 
mountains, the plains, the trees and the streams. ThTongh all of them we are 
maintaining useful work for our young 1nen. Through all of then1 we are enriching 
the character and the happiness or our people. We seck to pass on to our children 
a richer land and a stronger Nation. And so n1y friends, I novv take great pleasure 
in dedicating Shenandoah National Park, of dedicating it to this to succeeding 
generations of An1ericans for the recreation, and for the re-creation which we find 
here. 68 
Roosevelt demonstrated that the conservation efforts of the CCC gave a larger sense of 
purpose to the American people. The American spirit was broken by the Depression and 
the Arnerican people were drastically set back by unernployrnent. The CCC work, 
especially in national parks, verified the role people could play in the "re-creation" of the 
country, both physically and spiritually. 
With these physical and spiritual acc0111plishments of the progran1 reaching new 
heights in the national parks and the nation still reeling frorn the effects of 
une1nployment, Roosevelt attempted to ensure the continuation of the CCC. The Society 
of Arnerican Foresters took the opportunity to acclairn Roosevelt on the CCC's 
accomplish1nents and also request the progrmn' s continuation on January 29, 1935 when 
they presented hin1 with the Schlich Memorial Award saying, "We wish to con1n1end, 
especially, the broad social vision which led you to establish the Civilian Conservation 
Corps ... Were we to make a request of you at this time it would be this, as coming 
without a dissenting voice from the foresters responsible for this undertaking: That the 
work of the Civilian Conservation Corps be continued as it was begun."69 In his 
acceptance speech for the award, Roosevelt passionately responded to the praise and 
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request by expressing "the forests are the 'lungs' of our land, purifying the air and giving 
fresh strength to our people. Truly, they n1ake the country more Iivable."70 Roosevelt's 
vision to f01111 the CCC and institute the program nationwide had led to "more than half 
the reforestation, public and private, accornplished in the nation's history."71 His dream 
led to the planting of those trees that he so wholeheartedly stated were our nation's 
"lungs" and "strength." Roosevelt further expressed the passion of that dream and the 
goal of its continuation in a speech in Lake Placid, New York on Septen1bcr 14, 1935: 
1 mn also to sec these fron1 CCC Camps. It is just two years ago when a 
certain person, who was entering a political catnpaign, suggested that for the 
preservation of the of the Nation, for the planting of acres that needed 
planting, for the purposes of preventing soil erosion and, incidentally, for the 
purpose n1any unemployed fan1ilies, that the Govermnent of the 
hundred thousand men and ask them to 
to those forests and increase 
them ... Some of you vvho are remember the ribald laughter about planting 
trees, this 'this 'political 'Well, there are five hundred and 
CCC in State of the Union. They 
are United States for generations to 
a I see no reason why I should not 
that in n1y j that do so much 
good m every are not only good f()r future generations but are 
doing a ol for this generation. I see no reason \Vhy I should not tell you 
that these Can1ps, in 1ny j arc going to be a permanent part of the policy 
of the United States Gove1nn1cnt. 
In this speech Roosevelt once again con1n1ended the CCC for the work it had 
accon1plished and he stressed how son1e of that work overcame the doubt and ridicule 
associated with what people thought was a drean1." It was evident that Roosevelt's 
drean1 had becon1e a and that there could no longer be any doubt of the success of 
the progran1 and its accon1plish1nents. Also, with the nation still shrouded by the 
Depression, there was no reason why the CCC couldn't continue to serve as a means for 
preserving nature and providing employment. 
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Fechner wrote to Roosevelt on October 24, 1936 sharing the results of a survey he 
had requested be taken by Departlnent of Agnculture and the Depart1nent of the 
Interior to detennine the future work opportunities available in our forests, parks, and 
other lands for a pen11anent Civilian Conservation Corps.''73 Fechner wrote that the 
results showed "following an extensive inquiry covering all sections of the nation, that 
there is sufficient urgently needed conservation work still to be done to furnish profitable 
e1nploy1nent for a Civilian Conservation Corps of between 300,000 and 350,000 for 
rnany years to eon1e.''74 Fechner concluded the letter expressing the problems the nation 
was facing and how the CCC could help solve those problems and further, how they 
could continue to provide en1ployn1ent opportunities: 
three one-half years have sho\vn that the continuance oft he CCC 
will be of pennanent value to the nation ... The need has long been recognized by 
conservationists, but now with floods, dust stoiTI1S and \videspread erosion, public 
insistence on corrective conservation n1easures is n1uch more \videspread. This is 
particularly true, due to the fact that the effectiveness of corrective measures has 
can carry our the 
natural resources, will to obtain greater 
natural resources which has d~preciated through 
and misuse. long as there are young men eager to work, idle 
through no fault of their own, the CCC can continue to be an effective part of our 
. 1 1' '"75 natwna1 po11cy. · 
Fechner requested for the continuation of the CCC because they had a longstanding 
record for successfully saving the nation's resources. With environ1nental problems 
continuing to rise, Fechner saw the opportunity for the CCC to put their knowledge and 
skills to further use. He argued that there would always be conservation work that would 
require itnmediate action and if that work continued the CCC would be helping guide the 
nation through its ti1ne of deepest need toward its fullest potential. With Fechner's 
request in tnind, Roosevelt went to Congress on April 5, 1937 proposing: 
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It is not necessary to Into detail regarding the accornplishments of the Corps. 
are acquainted with the physical improve1nents that in our 
forests and parks as a result of the activities of the Corps and with the vvealth that 
rs being added to our natural resources for benefit future generations. More 
important than the material gain, however, is the irnprovement we find in the 
rnoral and physical well-being of our who have been enrolled in the 
Corps and of their fmnilies who have been assisted by monthly allotments. The 
functions of the Corps expire under authority of present law on June 30, 1937. In 
n1y budget message to Congress on January 5 of this year I indicated that the 
CoqJs should be continued and recon1n1ended that legislation be enacted during 
the present session to establish the Corps as a pern1anent agency of the 
Government. Such continuance or establishnwnt is desirable not withstanding the 
great strides that have been n1ade toward national recovery, as there is still need 
for providing useful and healthful e1nployment for a large number of our youthful 
citizens ... I trust the Congress will deem it wise to enact legislation making 
pennanent the Civilian Conservation Corps. 76 
Roosevelt requested that Congress extend the CCC due to the success the progrmn had 
and the existing need for the ernployrnent of the nation's youth. He saw the opportunity 
for the progran1 to continue the great tasks it had accomplished thus far. Roosevelt again 
responded to Fechner's request for the continuation of the CCC, this tin1e personally, 
after apologizing for n1issing the celebration of the fifth anniversary of the progran1 
saying, "It should be a source of gratification to the country that in the Corps we have an 
organization that conserves and develops our natural resources and at the same tirne gives 
unemployed young men practical training and health advantages which return the1n to 
their hon1e cmn1nunities better equipped for private e1nployment."77 Along with 
expressing his adn1iration of the e1nployn1ent opportunities the Corps had already 
provided, Roosevelt also asserted the idea that n1ore conservation work was needed when 
he wrote, "While your reports show a huge job has already been done in advancing a 
sound conservation program, the studies of the National Resources Board indicate that a 
tren1endous lot of needed conservation work remains to be accomplished. It is my earnest 
hope that the Corps may continue fine work for 1nany years to con1e."78 Roosevelt's 
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expression of hope for the continuation of the progrmn was met with more requests from 
Fechner. Fechner took his previous request for more work oppmiunities a step further 
writing to Roosevelt that not oniy was their n1ore employ1nent prospects through the 
CCC programs but also that the work that had been accmnplished already was not funded 
enough to be properly n1aintained. He wrote on January 6, 1 939: 
I would like to discuss the desirability of having the federal agencies benefiting 
by the work of the CCC camps plan a program for the proper maintenance of this 
work. We have reached a point in our work on national parks and national forests 
where the tremendous amount of work already done cannot or is not being 
properly maintained by the regular personnel and funds of the National Park 
Service and the United States Forest Service. This makes it necessary for the 
Civilian Conservation Corps to expend a substantial part of its funds and 
personnel to maintenance work. 79 
Due to the an1ount of work that had been con1pleted, Fechner expressed the need for 
more funding because there would be a continued need to maintain those projects. He 
knew that the need for labor in the nation's forests and parks could continue to en1ploy 
thousands of 1nen and the CCC could help provide those oppmiunities. 
Throughout the early life of the CCC Roosevelt wrote a series of letters to 
businessmen, Congressmen, and foresters expressing his desire to riot only continue the 
but to make it a pem1anent part of the government. In his letter to Owen Winston 
ofNew York City on January 25, 1934, Roosevelt expressed his desire for pennanence 
when he suggested, "Dear Owen: I am delighted to see the letter from Mr. Evison. I mn 
asking for full continuation of the C.C.C. for another year and I hope that it will becon1e a 
pern1anent institution though perhaps on a smnewhat sn1aller basis."80 Roosevelt believed 
that the CCC could continue on a pennanent basis if the program was reduced in size 
which would keep the program running and still provide employment opportunities, 
though on a s1naller scale. He then later questioned how to deal with the ever present 
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unen1ployment problern when he wrote to the President of the American Tree 
Association, Charles L. on September 7, 1935 saying, "'Dear Mr. Pack: Many 
thanks for sending me those interesting clippings and the article. Sorne I hope to talk 
with you in regards to the future of CCC. I believe very firmly that it is one of things 
which n1ust be rnade pern1anent but this raises in1portant question relating to the 
unen1ployn1ent situation, not only as of today but as of the future." 81 Roosevelt knew he 
had to devise a plan to balance the transfonnation of the CCC progran1 into a perrnanent 
institution with the issue of une1nployn1ent. He expressed his general desire to make the 
Corps pern1anent in a letter to Senator Elbert D. Thornas of Utah on March 20, 1936, 
writing, "My dear Elbert: When I get back I want to talk with you about the CCC cmnps. 
I, too, believe they rnust be a permanent institution."82 While writing to C .R.D. Meier of 
the International Paper Co1npany in New York City on April 24, 1936, Roosevelt 
expressed a plan to balance pennanence and unemployment relief stating, "Dear Clem: f 
arn glad you are still interested in the work of the Civilian Conservation Corps ... 
Probably the work of the CCC will continue permanently- to a less degree in boom 
tin1es and to a greater degree when the nun1ber of unemployed increases. "83 Roosevelt's 
plan to n1ake the CCC a permanent institution included the idea to spread out 
en1ployn1ent opportunities based on the present need. He later wrote to Governor Prentice 
Cooper of Tennessee on February l, 1939, expressing how the nation would benefit from 
a pern1anent CCC progran1: 
I have been gratified, as I arn sure you have, by the smooth functioning of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps along the present lines, and the favorable place it has 
won for itself. I hope, as you know, that the Civilian Conservation Corps will be 
placed on a pennanent basis: that it n1ay becorne a better vehicle than it has been, 
even, for unemployed young n1en and as an instrument to aid in developing and 
. 1 84 conservmg natura_ resources. 
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Roosevelt expressed that by becmning permanent the CCC \Nould be able to 1nore 
efficiently help solve the nation's conservation and employ1nent anxieties. Ultimately 
though~ in order to continue the CCC and work toward pern1anency, Roosevelt would 
have to submit to the stipulation of reducing numbers in the CCC camps. He was hesitant 
to 1nake these reductions but felt that it was a necessary step toward the continua6on of 
the CCC. He even took the tin1e to write to the Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes 
on February 29, 1936, where he apologized for the lack of funds to keep the progran1 at 
its current size and he wrote, "I was very sorry that funds could not be provided to 
continue in operation all of the Civilian Conservation Corps camps that had been 
authorized. The reduction had to be made."85 Roosevelt also wrote to Fechner on March 
23, 1936 explaining the reductions that were to be made saying, "My dear Mr. Fechner: 
In reviewing the Emergency Conservation Work program for the period ending March 
31, 193 7, at which date the e1nergency conservation work will terminate according to 
existing law, I have detern1ined that the present nun1ber of Civilian Conservation 
camps shall be n1aintained unless such can1ps are reduced as a result of the completion of 
work now being perfom1ed by the enrollees. "86 CCC camp reductions, aithough 
necessary to continue funding and support for pern1anence of any sort fro1n Congress, 
would drastically affect conservation efforts especially in the national parks. 
Paige described the negative effect stating, "the Washington Office received con1plaints 
fron1 park superintendents ... For example, officials at Great Smokey Mountains 
National Park expressed concern that the CCC camp reductions had cost the park vital 
forest fire protection," and that, "Superintendents at Lassen Volcanic National Park and 
Death Valley 1'-Iational ~vfonun1ent, an1ong other parks, cornplained that the loss of CCC 
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can1ps ·1 d k d I d . ,1-n curta1 e par eve opment an n1amtenance. 
the concern that reductions in parks would have a negative 1m pact on the upkeep of the 
CCC work that had so been accon1plished so vehen1ently: 
Maintenance work in the parks suffered dran1atically. Trails and parking lots on 
the Blue Ridge Parkway and in Shenandoah National Park were gradually 
reclain1ed by nature because the parks could not spare enough laborers to 
maintain then1. The superintendent of Shenandoah was deeply concerned that the 
park could not be n1aintained ... as were officials at other parks such as Acadia 
National Park and Death Valley National Monument. 88 
Although there was still a great deal of work to be done, reductions in the CCC camps 
drastically took their toll on the national parks and other conservation areas. As park 
superintendents expressed, these reductions would mean less n1aintenance work on 
already existing parks and a defennent on the creation of new parks. 
Although, can1p reductions ultin1ately led to a great deal of devastation on 
national parks and the CCC progran1 as a whole, it was the onset of World War II 
combined with those reductions that led to the eventual tern1ination of the progrmn. 
Since the CCC progran1 had close ties to n1ilitary progran1s, 1nany of the military 
officers in charge of the CCC can1ps were gradually withdrawn and placed on active 
n1ilitary duty."89 Along with the loss of these officers many CCC can1ps were either 
relocated or transfo1med for "national defense work."90 Also, instead of enrolling for 
work progran1s, many young An1ericans joined the military thus Iin1ited the number of 
enrollees in the CCC progran1. Paige further explained how An1erica's increased 
involvement in the War limited the CCC progran1 and their conservation efforts saying: 
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, and the entry of the 
United States into World War IT brought further dramatic changes to the CCC 
program in the National Park Service. With the declaration of war, the Park 
Service terminated all CCC projects that did not directly relate to the war effort, 
leaving only 89 NPS can1ps operating by the end ofDece1nber. 91 
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After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt attempted to fonnulate a plan to continue the 
CCC's involven1ent in conservation as well as the war effort with a particular focus on 
the threat of forest fires. In a letter on March 16, 1942 to Senator Elbe1i D. Thon1as of 
Utah, Chairman on the Senate Comn1ittec on Education and Labor, Roosevelt expressed 
his and Thmnas's shared fear about this threat when he wrote, ''Dear Elbert: You are dead 
right about the danger of forest fires on the Pacific Coast. It is obvious that many of them 
will be deliberately set on fire if the J aps attack there - and even if they do not attack 
there. I don't think people realize that both the CCC and the NY A are doing essential war 
work and that if they are abolished smne n1achinery will have to be started to take their 
1 ,92 n 1 d . d 1 .c.c . r . . . p aces. vn t 1e very same ay, In an ex ten eo euort to gmn support 1or n1mntmmng 
some form of the CCC to aid in the prevention of the threat of forest fires, Roosevelt also 
wrote to Senator K~enneth McKellar of Tennessee: 
Dear Kenneth: I hope con1e down and talk with tne before anything more 
is done about S. which m provides for tenninating the CCC and the 
NY A. At the present tin1e both of organizations are engaged mostly in 
essential war work. Just for we cannot afford to let the national forests 
go without fire protection. I mn much worried about deliberate attempts to set our 
West Coast forests (and others too) on fire this Spring and Sumtner. 93 
Roosevelt continued to express his fears of another deliberate Japanese attack on the 
nation's forests. On the next day Roosevelt wrote a n1e1norandmn to Harold D. Sn1ith, 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget , in hopes of gaining funding for the continuation of 
CCC work throughout the war saying, "In regard to C. C. C., I would like to keep a 
skeleton organization going here in Washington ... Confine the C.C.C. work to forest 
fire prevention."94 When the CCC programs continued to be reduced and govetnment 
support for the fire fighting efforts did not increase, Roosevelt wrote another 
men1orandum to Smith on June 17, 1942 explaining that, "the need for forest fire 
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protection, especially on Pacific Coast and back as far as the Rockies, we must 
guard against J apancse incendiary bombs and incendiary fires during the season. This 
is essential for our national future ... JV1ake it clear that the abolishing of the CCC saves 
the nation no money. "95 Roosevelt aln1ost pleaded for the support frmn Congress to 
continue the CCC progrmns at least in order to provide for the threat of fires and "on May 
4, 1942, President Roosevelt asked the House of Representatives Con1n1ittee on 
Appropriations to appropriate $49,101,000 to 1naintain 150 CCC cmnps from July 1, 
I 942, until June 30, 1943. The con1mittee defied the president and voted 15 to 12 against 
funding the CCC beyond July 1."96 A Japanese fire attack on the mainland never 
occurred, but World War II still drastically halted the tren1endous amount of conservation 
work the CCC could accomplish. Paige expressed the significance of the War on the 
slowing progress of the CCC saying: 
It was in these depression that the states, together with all the natural 
resources agencies of federal goven1n1ent, accelerated their \Vork in the 
restoration of sites areas, as a result of 
assistance by the Conservation Corps. It took \Vorld War II to stop this 
. d f . d d' d 97 great peno o ·conservation un erstan 1ng an progress. 
After just over nine years, in 1943 the CCC had come to end and "the NPS regional 
directors were instructed to prepare press releases to be placed in local papers describing 
the closing of local camps and giving explanations for the closures."98 The CCC 
had employed hundreds of thousands of civilians during the Depression and ultimately it 
was the War that brought both the Depression and the CCC to an end. 
Three years before the final termination of the CCC progrmn, during a speech in 
Cleveland, Roosevelt expressed how nature had bonded with the American spirit when he 
said, "I see an America whose rivers and valleys and lakes-hills and streams and 
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plains the 1nountains over our land and nature's \vealth deep under the earth- --are 
protected as the rightful heritage of all the people. "9l) It was through the efforts of the 
CCC that this protection was made possible even through years of depression, drought, 
and finally war. \Vithin that smnc speech, Roosevelt expressed the hope and strength that 
carried the nation through such tre1nendous obstacles 
For the past seven years I have had the high honor and the grave responsibility of 
leadership of the American people. In those seven years, the American people 
have In arched forward, out of a wilderness of depression and despair. They have 
marched fonvard right up to the very threshold of the future----a future which 
holds the fulfilln1ent of our hopes for real freedo1n, real prosperity, real peace. 100 
Roosevelt demonstrated that it was through the resolve of the people that the nation was 
able to break through the Depression. It was because the American citizens wanted a 
better nation and a better life. It was because those same citizens got involved in 
progran1s like the CCC. It was because there was something in nature that they sought to 
find deep within then1selves. It tnay very well have been that search that led Roosevelt to 
create in the first place. The "Civilian Conservation Corps 1 - 1941" 
miicle argued a sin1ilar sentin1ent stating, "More than any other New Deal agency, the 
CCC is considered to be an extension of Roosevelt's personal philosophy." In creating 
the CCC, Roosevelt did more than plant trees and build bridges. He used his dremn to 
employ hundreds of thousands of 1nen and ultimately help feed and cloth their fan1ilies. 
He sought to bring together 1nen and nature in order to n1ake the country a better place to 
live and breath and grow. In 1935 a woman in Wisconsin wrote a poem honoring 
Roosevelt, expressing her gratitude and the significance of the CCC: 
We were the Legions ofYouth, 
The Youth for who1n the world could find no place; 
We knocked long at opportunity's door; 
It opened-to slan1 us in the face. 
\Ve \Vondercd and brooded and tned to think; 
Smneway and son1ehow through the days. 
1t nwch wonder son1e of us slipped, 
For this old world was one hell of a place. 
Our youth and strength a drug on the rnarket, 
Nobody needed us! Nothing to do! 
Unwanted youth! Eating unearned bread! 
Maybe you think it's not hell to go through! 
Then a ray of sunshine thnt the dark clouds, 
In out i1npenetrable walls, wide flung doors! 
A place for us! Work for our hands! Thank God--
And Roosevelt-for the Conservation Corps. 101 
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The CCC provided salvation for a dying hope. It provided beauty and bread for the 
nation's people. It provided relief and refonn. Most significantly though, the CCC 
provided for the future. It was a program that looked past depression and despair and saw 
hope and splendor in the days ahead. It steadied itself in the hearts and n1e1nories of the 
An1erican public and because of programs like the Civilian Conservation Corps, whether 
we plant our feet in a visit to one of our magnificent national or we plant a tree in 
the great earth we call home, nature's beauty -will forever beckon the soil soldier in us all. 
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Physicist and philosopher Albert Einstein once said to "Look deep, deep, deep mto 
nature, and then you will understand everything. Perhaps nature revealed the world's secrets for 
Einstein because life has an extraordinary of connecting everything in path. Nature does 
not just begin with dirt and end with sky. It is always growing and changing and it is through that 
constant cycle that Einstein's words hold the most solid truth. As a teacher of history, I am 
constantly challenging n1yself and my students to be 1nore, to think more and to understand 
1nore. However, an1bition does not always lead to understanding and therefore this final 
con1ponent of 1ny research is an appeal to nature. Nature tells a million stories and son1etimes 
encon1passes what history books or even teachers cannot. With the assistance of educational 
researcher Robert J. Marzano's guide "Classroon1 Instruction that Works Research Based 
Strategies for Increasing Student Achieve1nent," my objective for the curriculum development 
con1ponent is to weave history with nature in an effmi to help my students and myself plant, 
nurture and grow a greater understanding of ourselves and everything around us. 
a way to cultivate that understanding through research and 
statistical data that de1nonstrates the n1ost effective teaching strategies for student success. 1 One 
of the main strategies Marzano included was Identifying Similarities and Differences. Even 
though this strategy is "basic to hmnan thought,"2 it provides a way to enhance student lean1ing 
through allowing students to apply their knowledge in different ways. Marzano suggests that 
identifying similarities can lead to n1ore advanced problem solving, discussions and further 
inquiry. 3 In the included activity "Classifying Nature" paired students will create a list of items 
they consider to be elen1ents of nature. They will then team up with another pair to compare lists. 
These groups will separate all the nature elements into four categories based on sitnilarities and 
differences of their choice. Marzano suggests that student generated categories will provide a 
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more heterogeneous san1ple of whereas teacher generated categories might be more 
homogenous in order to have students retain specific inforn1ation.4 For example, in the activity 
"Quote Ivfe On It'' students will have a teacher generated smnple of ideas where they will have to 
con1pare quotes and place thcn1 into two categories; Support or Opposition for National Parks. 
The first activity will provide a n1eans for students to create their own ideas of what nature is and 
why it is important to different E:,rroups of people for different reasons. The second activity will 
concentrate In ore on students understanding already existent opinions of nature. Together, both 
activities allow students the opportunity to view nature in a different way and establish their own 
opinion of nature as a part of the nation's history and a driving force for environmental refonn. 
Another strategy Marzano included was Sum1narizing and Note Taking. Since history is 
very 1nuch a content based subject, students could benefit extre1nely by fmiher developing their 
sun1n1arizing and note taking skills. Marzano's research shows that "Verbatin1 note taking is, 
perhaps, the least effective way to take notes," because students are using their working men1ory 
too n1uch and are not as engaged in lean1ing. 5 The guide suggests that students should learn how 
to keep some inforrnation, substitute some inforn1ation and de_lete smne information.6 In the 
activity "National Park Service Ti1neline Flow Chmi," students will have to reorganize the 
information given to thern_ on the "Creation Tirneline." Since the tin1eline has over twenty iten1s 
and the flow chart has less than ten, students will have to decide which infon11ation is the most 
in1po1iant and should be kept, how to substitute and cmnbine info1111ation and how to sin1ply 
delete infonnation that does not need to be included. This will encourage students to think 
analytically about the information they learned fron1 the ti1neline and apply it to the flowchart. 
Also, since students are responsible for the structure of the flowchart, it will be easily accessible 
for them to go back and add to the notes or fix any mistakes. The tin1eline to flowchart process 
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allows students to take the opinions they fanned about nature and the existent opinions they 
sun1marized to the next level by interpreting how those opinions shaped the creation of the 
National Park Service. 
Marzano's research also den1onstrated that the use of the Hon1ework and Practice 
strategy had a significant impact on increasing student GP As. 7 Marzano suggests that there 
should be different goals for different assignments though. Students should have assignments 
that both prepare the1n for new infonnation and allow then1 to practice and even elaborate on 
learned information. In the activity "What Nature Means to Me," students are asked to choose 
something in nature that they wish to preserve for future generations. The goal is to have 
students use the information they discussed about nature and the impo1iance of the conservation 
effort to create their own argument for the extended life of a piece of nature that is i1nportant to 
then1. This will help prepare them for the end of the unit project "Save the National Parks" where 
they will have to choose a park they believe is worth saving providing evidence to support their 
clain1. In another activity "Could the Soil Soldier's Rise Again?," students will reflect back to 
the "History Con1parisons" activity where_they compared President Theodore Roosevelt and 
President Barrack Obmna' s Inaugural Addresses about goven1ment involven1ent in society and 
the environn1ent. Students will use that activity along with additional infon11ation on Roosevelt's 
Civilian Conservation Corps (also called the Soil Soldiers) to create an argu1nent for or against 
the use of a si1nilar program today. These two hmnework assignn1ents will encourage students to 
recall past information and extend that to help form new original ideas with supporting evidence. 
Also, since Marzano's research also suggests that homework and practice were most effective 
when con1mented on by the teacher, these assignments will provide a great source of feedback on 
student achievcn1ent and understanding. 8 Students will be able to use that insight as they 
approach more difficult tasks and assignments later on in the unit. 
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J\t1arzano included was the use of Cooperative Leari1ing. Even though 
iVfarzano 's """"L"''"'"'"" showed that cooperative learning and student centered activities do provide 
n1ethods for increasing student achievernent, this section was based tnore on how the process of 
grouping students (not just group work) causes that increase.9 Since Marzano's research suggests 
that small groups are rnore effective than large groups, 10 for the activity "Civilian Conservation 
Corps Titne Jigsaw" students will be placed in heterogeneous groups of approximately four 
people based on a co1nmon theme. Marzano's research in1plied that ho1nogeneous groups based 
on ability level could have positive results for son1e students. However, for students with lower 
abilities there was a negative effect size. Heterogeneous groups will ensure that even though the 
groups are random, the n1en1bers will have a co1nmon interest and hopefully a vested interest in 
working together. 11 Each group will be responsible for learning about one section or "puzzle 
piece" of the Civilian Conservation Corps through watching video clips, answering questions 
and analyzing prin1ary sou_rces. After twenty minutes these groups will be reorganized to fonn 
new groups with a representative from each original section. Each new group n1en1ber will act as 
an expert to teach the other men1bers about their topic, ensuring that everyone gets every piece of 
the puzzle. The goal of this activity is to prmnote positive interdependence among students. 
Since each student is responsible for both lean1ing and teaching a topic to other men1bers of the 
class, students will have to rely on each other for success. Students will be assessed on the 
activity when they have to apply the info1mation they learned with their group and the 
information they learned frmn the other group 1nembers on the "Could the Soil Soldiers Rise 
Again?" hon1ework. This information will present students with a n1ore solid base of evidence to 
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use to support their opinions about the opportunity to use a progran1 like the CCC today. 
Students will be able to 1nake connections between political and environ1nental 
connecting the past and present. 
while also 
The final strategy I included that Marzano researched was Cues, Questions and Advanced 
Organizers. Marzano stated that "research actually indicates that the n1ore students know about a 
topic, the n1ore they tend to be interested in it." 12 Cues, questions and advanced organizers 
provides students with n1ore opportunities to connect and activate prior knowledge. This ensures 
that students \viii have a foundation of facts and connections to draw frmn as they learn and 
apply new information. In the class notes "History of the Creation of the National Park Service" 
and "Hun1an and Natural Resources," students will be given a series of cues and questions titled 
"Think", "Know", "Show", and "Grow." First, students will respond to the "Think" questions 
which are lower level questions that ask students to recall information they already know or have 
thought about. Then students will respond to the "Know" questions which are also lower level 
questions, but ask students to recognize answers to questions based on inforn1ation a video 
clip._ Third, students will respond to the "Show" questions which are higher level questions that 
require students to apply both their previously learned knowledge and the infonnation they just 
learned frmn the video clip. Lastly, students will respond and discuss the "Grow" questions 
which are n1ore analytical higher level questions that require students to think critically about the 
information they have lean1ed and extend that to 1nake deeper connections. These cues and 
questions will allow students to think about the information they will be presented with later in 
the lesson and therefore serve as a foundation upon which they can bridge and build their ideas. 
Marzano's research provides a variety of effective teaching strategies, but like all ideas, 
without nurture they will not simply grow into success. Marzano admits that "educators must 
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have a desire and commitn1ent to change" if the strategies are going to be truly effective. 1' I 
know that even with effective teaching strategies that I a1n still going to n1ake n1istakes, but T am 
going to continue to learn and grow as a teacher because I want to provide the best learning 
opportunities for 1ny students. I want them to know and understand history, but additionally I 
want to provide them with the 1neans to learn and hone abilities that will transcend facts and 
dates. I also believe that teaching history through an environn1ental perspective presents the 
opportunity for students to make even more connections between history, nature and their lives 
today. Whether or not students know and love the environment, all hutnans live, breathe and rely 
on nature in son1e way. Even though students may not always relate to people of the past, history 
truly flows through rivers, is rooted in trees and buried in n1ountains. We may never fully 
understand everything as Einstein predicted, but I an1 going to continue to encourage myself and 
1ny students to look deep into nature, plant the seeds of understanding and watch then1 grow. 
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Unit: National Parks- Past and Present 
COURSE: Current United States I-Iistory and Government 
GRADE LEVEL: High School 
SCHEDULE: Four Day Schedule - 80 Minute Blocks 
LESSON 1: The History of the Creation of the National Park Service 
"From Grass to the Grand 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 
• \1\lhat do National Parks consist of? 
• What role does nature and National Parks play in the story of America? 
• What role did the public play in the creation of National Parks and the National 
Park Service? 
LESSON Civilian Conservation Corps 
as Well as 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 
• How did the Civilian Conservation Corps provide jobs and protection for natural 
• What are the connections between President Franklin D. Roosevelt and President 
Barrack Obama' s use of government in creating jobs and protecting natural 
resources? 
• How could the Civilian Conservation Corps be effective in creating jobs and 
protection natural resources today? 
LESSON 3: 
Parks!" 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 
• What role can the public play in creating public policy? 
• Why should National Parks be saved? 
• How were specific National Parks affected by the National Park Service and the 
CCC? 
FINAL ASSESSMENT: National Parks Research 
Monday 
L~i:);:)'lJ.ll 1: 
History of the 
Creation of the 
National Park 
Service 
Assignment: 
What does nature 
mean to me? 
Day4: 
Research 
Assignment: 
6 questions 
completed on 
outline 
I.J'..-nu:.rt Day 9: 
Presentations 
Group 4 
Group 5 
Group 6 
National Parks Unit Lesson Timeline: 
Tuesday 
•-rnlPrr Day 2: 
Research 
Assignment: 
Skeletal Outline 
bibliography 
7: 
Lesson 
Assignment: Full 
Power Point 
Wednesday 
"--''-'""''-''"' 2: 
Role of the CCC in 
National Parks 
during the Great 
Depression 
Assignment: 
the soil 
soldiers rise 
5: 
Research 
Assignment: 
All questions 
completed Outline 
rougm draft 
10: 
up 
Assignment: 
Response jouJ.J.lCLl 
for one other 
resentation 
Thursday 
Project Day 3: 
Research 
Assignment: 
3 questions 
completed on 
outline 
Project Day 8: 
Presentations 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
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Friday 
Lesson 3: 
National Parks 
Research Prnit=>rt-
Project Day 1: 
Introduction 
presentation to the 
project 
... and 
will be chosen. 
Project Day 6: 
Lesson 
Assignment: 
Half Power Point 
completed 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Time, Continuity and Change 
• Establishing a sense of order and time 
• Understanding connections to the past 
• Interpreting ovvn in a changing world 
People, Places and the Environment 
• Iviaking connections between people, spirituality and environments 
• Application of geographic understanding 
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• Analyzing hurnan behavior (both positive and negative) in relation to the environment 
Individual Development and Identity 
• Interpreting how people rneet basic and more advanced needs 
• Establish a coru1ection between past achievements and projecting them into the future 
Individuals, Groups and Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what controls and influences them, how 
they can be maintained and changed 
• Interpreting the role the government plays in people's lives 
• Analyzing how institutions respond to changing societal needs 
Civic Ideas and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in public policy 
• Analyzing how the dernocratic process can influence policies 
Determining the balance of individual needs versus the conunon good 
NYS STANDARDS: UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Geography 
e Understanding the physical and cultural setting in the Arnericas 
• Analyzing the role and influence of geography on historical and cultural development 
• Relating the past to geographic issues today 
Adjusting Society to Industrialism: American People and Places 
• Interpreting how changing society effected the Frontier (1850 - 1890) 
Reform in An1erica 
• Understanding the role of progressivism in governmental action 
The Great Depression 
• Establishing causes of the Depression and the effects it had on people, places and history 
• Interpreting how FDR and the New Deal: Relief, Recovery and Reform Programs were 
effective in relieving problems during the Depression 

LESSON 1: The History of the Creation of the National Park Service 
"From Grass to the Grand Canyon" 
QUESTIONS: 
• vVhat do National Parks consist of? 
• vVhat role does nature and National play in the story of Arnerica? 
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• \~hat role did the public play in the creation of National Parks and the National Park 
Service? 
OBJECTIVES: 
Students \viii be able to: 
• Analyze and interpret literary and prin1ary sources. 
• Classify and categorize different types of nature and identify major con1ponents of 
National Parks. 
• and contrast public explaining their influence on government action. 
• Characterize events in the tin1eline of National Park Service creation. 
• Examine the role nature plays in their own lives. 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Tin1e, Continuity and Change 
• Establishing a sense of order and tin1e 
• Understanding connections to the past 
People, Places and the Environment 
• 1\1aking connections between people, spirituality and environments 
• Application of understanding 
• hun1an (both positive and in relation to the environment 
Individuals, Groups and_Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what conttols and influences them, how 
they can be maintained and changed 
Civic Ideas and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding rnethods for involvement in public policy 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence policies 
NYS STANDARDS: UNITED HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Geography 
• Understanding the physical and cultural setting in the Americas 
• Analyzing the role and influence of geography on historical and cultural development 
• Relating the past to geographic issues today 
Adjusting Society to Industrialism: American People and Places 
• Interpreting how changing society effected the Frontier (1850 -1890) 
Reform in America 
• Urtderstartdi11g the role of progressivisrr1 in govcrrLrrtental action 
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MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• Identifying similarities and differences. 
• Surnn1arizing and note taking. 
• Hmnevvork and practice. 
• Cooperative learning. 
• Cues, questions, advanced organizers. 
AGENDA: 
On-Time Activity (OTA): "What is Grass?" 
• Students will cornplete the worksheet using their own knovvledge and an excerpt from 
nineteenth century A1nerican poet Walt vVhitman' s "Song of Jvlyself." They will focus on 
answering the questions "what?" and in relationship to grass and nature. 
• Class will discuss ansvvers to questions to lead into the next activity about what nature 
means to different people. 
Think-Pair-Share Activity: Classifying Nature 
• With a parh1er students will create a list of iten1s they consider to be elements of nature. 
• Pairs will tean1 up to create groups of 4 and will compare lists. 
• Groups will separate the nature elements into four categories based on vvhatever 
• Class v.rill discuss the rnethods different groups used to classify the information to lead 
into the next activity about what people consider to be National Parks. 
Video Clip: Ken Burn's Documentary "The National Parks America's Best Idea" 
• Students will complete a //Think/ Know, Show, Growl! Activity where they will answer 
questions on what they think the clip and after the clip. They 
shovv the similarities and differences between their ideas and the docun1entary. And 
they will extend or grow their knowledge by answering a critical thinking question 
based on the infonnation they learned. 
• Class will discuss the '/What?" question and lead into notes about what geographic 
feah1res made up the National Parks. 
Class Notes: History of the Creation of the National Park Service 
• Teacher will provide information on early exploration of the west and areas in what is 
now Yellowstone National Park. 
• Class will discuss historical events that were going on in the early nineteenth century. 
Video Clip: Documentary "The America's Best Idea" 
• Students will complete a "Think, Know, Show, Grow" Activity where they will answer 
questions based on what they think before the clip and know after the clip. They will 
show the sirnilarities and differences between their ideas and the documentary. And they 
will extend or grow their knowledge by answering a critical thinking question based on 
the information they learned. 
• Class will discuss the "Whose?" question and lead into notes about whom National Parks 
should belong to and who should protect then1. 
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Class Notes: Continued 
• Teacher will provide infonnation on how historical opinions differ on how public support 
influenced the creation of the National Park Service leading in to the cooperative learning 
activity. 
Numbered Heads Activity: Quote Me On It! 
• Students will be split into groups of four and numbered (assigned) a role. 
• Each group n1en1ber will be responsible for one part of the activity based on their role. 
• Groups will read quotes fron1 historians or historical figures and look at primary sources. 
• They will have to surnmarize the information, organize it into supporting and opposing. 
views, and record the information in order to decide if they think there was public. 
support for the creation of a National Park Service. 
• Class will discuss responses and lead into the idea that enough public support was present 
to encourage the govemtnent to create a National Park Service. 
Class Notes: Creation Timeline 
• Teacher will provide key dates and events in the timeline of how the National Park 
Service was created. 
Closure: Flow Chart 
• Students will then create a flow chart to summarize and reorganize the infonnation from 
class in a n1eaningful way. 
• Students will evaluate what they thought the most i1nportant step in the process was and 
why. 
Nature to Me? 
notes and activities to write about son1ething in nature they would 
including the items' significance and reasons they want it preserved. 
This can be done through a s1nall essay, poen1, song, etc. 

Name: 
------------------------
Date: 
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History - Carl 
OTA 
There are billions of blades of grass that cover the earth. Have you ever thought 
about why son1ething so small could be so important? 
Directions: Using your own perspective and an excerpt from Nineteenth Century 
American poet Walt Whitman's /'Song of Myself" from the collection, 
answer the questions that follow. Think literally and creatively. 
A child said What is grass? Fetching it to me with full hands; How could I 
answer the child? I do not know what it is anymore than he. I it is the flag 
of rny disposition, out of hopeful green stuff woven. Or I guess it is the 
handkerchief of the Lord, A scented gift and remembrancer designingly dropt, 
Bearing the owner's name someway in the corners, that we may see and remark, 
and Whose? Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced babe of the 
vegetation.i 
1) In your opinion what is grass? 
2) According to Whitman what is grass? 
3) In your opinion who does grass belong to? 
4) Who does Whitman say the grass belongs to? 
5) Does grass symbolize anything to you? 
6) What does grass symbolize to Whitman? 
i Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass (Philadelphia: David McKay, c1900), "Song of Myself, Stanza 6. 
Name: 
----------------------
Date: 
Class· 
Part A Directions: With a partner, make a list of any and all 
environrnent excluding creatures that you would classify as 
where you live, where you have been and anywhere you would 
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History - Carl 
Think - Share 
Part B Directions: Create a group by finding another pair of students and comparing 
vvhat similarities and differences existed. Then, classify both pair's 
of your choosing. Label the categories and classify your list in 
Son1e Ideas to Consider: 
• Dew Drop 
• Waterfall 
• Geyser 
• Ocean 
• River 
• Lake 
• Hot Spring 
• Canyon 
• Caves 
• Ditch 
• Hill 
• Mountain 
• Plateau 
• Volcano 
• Clay 
• Sand 
• Mud 
• Dirt 
Leaf 
• Redwood Tree 
• Flower 
• Grass 
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ry 
0Jame: _______________________ __ 
Date: 
THI0JK: What do you think 0Jational Parks consist of? 
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History -Carl 
Notes 
K0JOW: (Video Clip) According to Ken Burn's Documentary "The 0Jational Parks America's 
Best Idea," what does a park consist of? 
SHOW: How did your ideas con1pare with Burn's Documentary? 
GROW: Who 1night the resources in the parks need protection from? 
IUaiOitS 01~ YJUJJlWS'l'ONJ~ 
.. What is going on in the United States dur-ing the early nineteenth century? 
~. Explorers in the early ninekenth century also began investigating areas which are now 
part of Yellowstone Park. 
Many of the descriptions of Yellcn~stone -vvere so astounding that they were often 
written off as or n1ythical in nature. 
"Cliffs of black glass, s1noking hills, and hot springs which 
water." 
Photograph Source: 
Craig Mellish 
Florentine Films 
torrents of boiling 
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l\rJ\.SIIUlJUN - I.J\.N(ii(OUU I~XPI~UI'I'ION 
In 1872 an expedition was to explore area that been described by 
explorers and frontiersmen 
f-{enry Washburn, Nathania! Langford, and Cornelius Hedges led the expedition 
Run1ors speculate that the men in the expedition sat around a all the 
amazing things they saw and had experienced and decided that there should be certain 
areas of land that should for all future generations to 
"God rnade this region for all the people and all the world to see and enjoy forever. It is 
impossible that any individual should think he can own any of this country for his own 
in fee. This great wilderness does not belong to us, it belongs to the nation. Let us 1nake 
a public park of it and set it aside ... never to be changed, but to be kept sacred always." 
~Hedges 
l\r110 SIIOIJl,n '1'111~ P1\.IUiS UI~IJON(; '1'0? 
THINK: vVho do you think the National Parks should belong to? 
KNOW: (Video Clip 0:00-5:00) According to Ken Burn's Documentary "The National Parks 
America's Best Idea," who should the parks belong to? 
Sf-lOW: How did your ideas compare with Burn's Documentary? 
GROW: Despite who owns the Parks, whose responsibility is it to protect them? 
l)UUI..U; OlliiNION 
• Many historians argue {)Ver ·whether or not there was public support for NationaLParks 
and a National Park Service 
• What 1night have been sorne of 
of the arguments against Parks? 
Sotne of the 1nost in1portant 
Theodore Roosevelt. 
argutnents for a Parks? Vvhat might have been son1e 
were frontiers1nen John Muir and President 
CarllOO 
QUOTE 
Directions: Split into groups of 4. Each group will receive quotes or infon11ation from 
historians and historical figures about public support or opposition for the creation of a 
National Park Service. As a group you need to use the quotes to 1nake own 
argument about whether or not there was a public support or opposition. Each group 
member will be responsible for one part of the activity: 
Reader: Reads quotes to the rest of the group. 
Summarizer: Helps group summarize quote into FIVE vvords or less. 
Organizer: Divides quotes into supporting and opposing views. 
Writer: Records authors, quote surnrnaries and evidence. 
QUOTE SUMNIARIES 
QUOTE AUTHOR: QUOTE AUTHOR: 
FIVE WORD SUMMARY: FIVE WORD SUMMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR 
QUOTE AUTHOR: QUOTE AUTHOR: 
FIVE WORD SUMMARY: FIVE WORD SUMMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR 
QUOTE AUTHOR: QUOTE AUTHOR: 
FIVE WORD SUMMARY: FIVE WORD SUMMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR 
QUOTE AUTHOR: QUOTE AUTHOR: 
FIVE VVORD SUI'-.1~1i\.RY: I FIVE \NORD SU}AMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: 
QUOTE AUTl-IOR: 
FIVE WORD SUMMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: 
QUOTE AUTHOR: QUOTE AUTHOR: 
FIVE WORD SUMMARY: FIVE WORD SUl'vfMARY: 
EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION: 
GROUP RESPONSE: Do you think there was public support for the creation of a National 
Park Service? wny or why not? 
1872 Yellowstone 
«& President 
188'? U.S. Forest Bureau was L;:)l.a.uu;:,.w.: 
1890 Yosemite National Park Created 
o Bill passed 
1891 Forest Reserve Act 
o Harrison act to 
1906 
•• 
Roosevelt 
~~ Roosevelt 
•• 
•• 
of forest reserves, 1.5 
80 million acres land to 
resources 
1908 Grand Canyon 
•• Video: Grand Canyon 
Cl 
I-Iarrison 
to land 
and 
·water 
sanch1 aries 
I 1.4INI~ Carl 101 
1916 
• 
Park Service as a separate 
Department of Interior. 
• Founding of the National Park Service: 1 o conserve 
c"c"""' 01'""' and the natural and historic objects and the ·wildlife 
t"hcn·om and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in 
manner and bv such means as will leave then1 n-n-im"Y"\"'''·"· 
of future generations." 
• The Act .-.,lchor1 the National Park Service on 
• 
• 
• 
in order to take the service 
National Park Service 
Interior 
and dedicated, usect a 
and resources 
the 
own 
• education and concession opportunities at parks 
Park Employees 
• 
• 
1917 Park Service Organic Act Passed 
• Park Service and appropriated funding 
1920 Park visits exceed 1 million people a year 
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Directions: Use your notes to reorganize your information of the creation of the 
National Park Service into a or flow chart. ]\;fake sure to include 
people, dates and events. 
Evaluate: What do you think was the most critical step in the creation of the National 
Park Service? 
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~arne: ______________________ _ History - Carl 
Date: 
Directions: Think of something in nature that you want to rnake sure will be here for future 
generations. It can be anything- the tree in your backyard, the pond you swam at every 
summer, or a national treasure you have visited. Then write about why you would want to save 
it and its significance to you. 















"Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, 
over-civilized p pie are beginning 
to find out that going to the 
mountains is going home; that 
wildness is a necessity; and that 
mountain parks and reservations 
are useful not only as fountains of 
timber and irrigating rivers, but as 
fountains of life." 
"We have this great system of national 
parks, monuments, and other areas 
not as a result of public demand but 
because a few farsighted, unselfish, 
and idealistic men and women 
foresaw the national need and got the 
areas established and protected in one 
way or another, fighting public inertia 
and selfish commercial interests at 
every step." 
"[It] is fi e nd natural and 
full p IS . So also is th 
rowin interest in th ca 
and preservation of forests 
and wild places in general, 
and in the half wild parks and 
gardens of towns." 
"In the late 19th century private interests had gobbled 
up the shrinking wilderness and Americans had 
shortsightedly exploited their natural environment. 
Pioneer farmers leveled the forests and plowed up the 
prairies. Ranchers allowed their cattle to overgraze the 
Great Plains. Coal companies cluttered the land with 
refuse from mines. Lumber companies ignored the 
effect of their logging operations on flood control and 
neglected to plant trees to replace those they had cut 
down. Cities dumped untreated sewage and industrial 
wastes into rivers, poisoning the streams and creating 
health hazards." 
"By the 1860s ma:ny thoug 
Ameri ns had embra the 
wonderlands of the West as 
replacements for man-made marks 
of achievement. The agelessn of 
Western Civilization was to become 
the visible symbol of continuity and 
stability in the new nation." 
"Like Thoreau they [the 
public] see forests in 
orchards and patches of 
huckleberry brush, and 
oceans in ponds and drops 
of dew." 
"From the arts and literature came the 
Romanti(movement which en u 
the experience of mou ins an 
wilderness. Authors like Henry David 
Tho u and Washington Irving exh 
Americans to pursue nature as the 
frontier rolled away from them. 
Landscape artists culminating with 
Thomas Moran and Albert Bierstadt 
presented awesome spectacles that 
received huge public interest." 
"One of the commonest charges heard, in 
and out of Congress, when some new area of 
federal land is given national park status, and 
thus the conflict between private and public 
interest is dramatized, is that the National 
Park Service constitutes a 'land-grabbing' 
agency ... the total area of all the lands 
administered by the National Park Service is 
about 21,000,000 acres. It sounds like a great 
deal. .. But it is actually only three quarters of 
one per cent of the total land area of the 
country." 
n 
enth 
nan 
rgan1 ns 
existence including: 
Sierra Club 
a 
many 
ntali 
1n 
Boone and Crockett lub 
National Audubon Society 
''Records show tens of 
thousands [in the late 
1800s] were already 
visiting the areas being 
considered for parks." 
the national parks be devoted to 
rming the symbolic meaning he [the 
rvationist] attaches to them, the 
rvationist makes a very important 
assumption, routinely indulged but hardly ever 
explicit. The assumption is that the values he 
imputes to the parks (independence, self-
reliance, self-restraint) are extremely widely 
shared by the American public. Though he knows 
that he is a member of the minority, he believes 
he speaks for values that are majoritarian." 
"America was still a pioneer 
country ... and words like aesthetics, 
natural beauty, spiritual values, 
were received with a squint. Man 
must eat; man must thrive; spiritual 
values should be left for posterity. It 
was all quite natural. The unnatural 
thing was that such idealism 
prevailed." 
"Through all the wonderful, 
ntful centuri sin hri 
time-and long before that- od 
has red forth tre 
them from drought, disease, 
avalanches, and a thousand 
straining, leveling tempests and 
floods; but he cannot save them 
from fools,-only Uncle Sam can do 
that." 
"By the 1860s many thoughtful 
Americans had embraced the 
wonderlands of the West as 
replacements for man-made marks 
of achievement. The agelessness of 
Western Civilization was to become 
the visible symbol of continuity and 
stability in the new nation." 
"Of those [scenes] transla d 
nto canva th m m us 
and imp ive is d 
Canyon of the Yellowstone. In 
June 1872 Congress purchased 
the work for $10,000 and later 
hung it in the Senate lobby." 
"Do nothing to mar its [The 
Grand Canyon's] 
grandeur .... keep it for your 
children, your children's 
children, and all who come 
after you, as the one great 
sight that every American can 
see." 
II ore rvi fficia Is 
considered natio al parks 
a threat to national forest 
domain, and blocked early 
attempts to pass Park 
Service Legislation." 
Between 1872 and 1916 there were over 20 Parks 
and Monuments put under state and federal 
government control including: 
Yellowstone National Park 
Grand Canyon National Park 
Statue of Liberty 
Gettysburg National Monument 
Crater Lake National Park 
Glacier National Park 
Rocky Mountain National Park 
PROBLEM: There is no service to oversee these 
parks and monuments. 
LESSON 2: The Role of the Civilian Conservation Corps in National Parks 
"Beauty as Well as Bread" 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 
c I-Iow- did the Civilian Corps provide jobs and for natural 
resources? 
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• \Nhat are the connections between President Franklin D. Roosevelt and President 
Barrack Oban1a' s use of government in creating jobs and protecting natural resources? 
• How could the Civilian Conservation Corps be effective in creating jobs and protection 
natural resources today? 
OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to: 
• Analyze and interpret literary and primary resources. 
• Identify 1najor economic, social and environmental problems associated with the Great 
Depression. 
• Cmnpare and contrast government action during the Depression and today. 
• Establish an understanding of the major characteristics of the CCC. 
• Interpret whether or not the CCC could be beneficial today using historical evidence. 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Time, Continuity and Change 
• Establishing a sense of order and time 
• Understanding connections to the past 
• Interpreting own role in a changirtg world 
People, Places and the Environment 
• l\1aking connections between people, spirituality and environ1nents 
• Analyzing human behavior (both positive and negative) in relation to the environment 
Individual Development and Identity 
• Interpreting how people meet basic and n1ore advanced needs 
• Establish a connection between past achievements and projecting the1n into the future 
Individuals, Groups and Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what controls and influences then1, how 
they can be maintained and changed 
• Interpreting the role the govern1nent plays in people's lives 
• Analyzing how institutions respond to changing societal needs 
Civic Ideas and Practices 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence policies 
• Determining the balance of individual needs versus the common good 
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NYS STANDARDS: UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Geography 
• Relating past to geographic environrnental issues 
Reform in America 
• Understanding the role of in governmental action 
The Great Depression 
• Establishing causes of the Depression and the effects it had on people, places and history 
• Interpreting how FDR and the New Deal: Relief, Recovery and Reform Programs were 
effective in relieving problems during the Depression 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• Identifying similarities and differences. 
• Summarizing and note taking. 
• Homework and practice. 
• Cooperative learning. 
• Cues, questions, and advanced organizers. 
AGENDA: 
On-Time Activity (OTA): "Beauty as Well as Bread" 
• Students will complete the worksheet using their own knowledge and an excerpt from 
nineteenth century frontiersmen John Muir's quote. They will focus on answering 
questions about basic needs and emotional/ spirihtai needs. 
• Class will discuss answers to the questions and lead into the next activity about how the 
governrnent is responsible for providing both basic and en1otional/ spiritual needs 
especially in times of crisis. 
Video Clip: Robert Stone's Documentary American Experience: The Civilian 
Conservation Corps" 
• Students will complete a "Think, Know, Show, Grow" Activity where they will answer 
lhe clip and knovv after the dip. vvill 
show the si1nilarities and between their ideas and the_documentary. And 
they will extend or grow their knowledge by answering a critical thinking question 
based on the information they learned. 
• Class will discuss problen1.s of the Depression and how government provides for 
people's needs leading into the idea that govenunent today has to do the same thing. 
History Comparison Activity: Governtnent Involvement Then Now 
• Students will be divided into four groups, two will be assigned excerpts from President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt's First Inaugural Address and two will be assigned excerpts from 
President Barrack Obama' s Inaugural Address. 
• Groups will read excerpts to answer questions about government involvement and then 
pair up with members of the opposite group to discuss the similarities and differences. 
• Small groups/pairs will then reorganize the information into some sort of diagram that 
demonsh·ates similarities and differences between the two presidents. 
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Timed Jigsaw Activity: Civilian Conservation Corps 
• Students will be divided into five groups and each group ·will be responsible for 
becon1ing an if expert" on one part of the Civilian Conservation Corps named according 
to the clips from Robert Stone's Documentary "The American Experience: The Civilian 
Conservation Corps:'' 
o FD H.'s N e-vv Deal 
o Life at the CCC Cmnps 
o CCC Projects and People 
o Effects On the Enrollees 
o A Legacy of Change 
• Students vvill have 20 minutes to watch their video clip from Robert Stone's 
Docun1entary, read their primary sources and answer the questions that follo-vv. Primary 
sources will include: Letters to and from President Roosevelt, Addresses to Congress, 
Presidential Speeches, Recent Newspaper Articles, Records of Projects, and Personal 
Accounts. 
• Students will also have to brainstorn1 a way to teach their inforn1ation to other members 
of the class. 
• Students will number themselves 1 - 5 and regroup according to their numbers ensuring 
that all topics are accounted for. 
• Each" expert" will have 4- 5 minutes to teach the rest of the group me1nbers about their 
topic, however, they 1nay not show their paper to the group - they have to teach it not 
just let others copy it. 
Independent Practice: Could the Soil Soldiers Rise Again? 
• Students will use the inforn1ation from the activity and a recent quote from President 
Obarna on job creation to create an argument for or against the use of a progran1like the 
CCC today. They will have to give evidence from class to support the idea of projected 
success or failure of the program today. 
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Historv - Carl 
Date: 
Directions: Using your own perspective and the quote from Nineteenth Century frontiersmen 
John Muir to answer the questions that follow. 
/'Everybody needs beauty as zvell as bread, places to play in and pray in 
where nature 1nay heal and cheer and give strength to the body and soul." 
1) What do you think Muir 1neans by needing /'beauty as well as bread?" 
2) How are the two connected? 
3) Ho~AT arCl the>y rlitfol"C\nf? '- -'-·. VV LA..\....- lo.....l...l.'-- \.A...J...L \.......l_LJ.. l-. 
4) In your opinion which one is more important? 
5) Could you survive with one and not the other? Why? 
6) Which one do you think is more important for the government to protect in times of 
crisis? Why? 
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Name: ______________________ __ History- Carl 
Date: 
utnab att atul'al 
The Great Depression: 
What events led up to the 1930s Depression in the United States? How was the 
environn1ent affected? 
THINK: What do you think was the largest problem the government faced during the Great 
Depression? 
KNOW: (Video Clips - Introduction and Great Depression) According to Robert Stone's 
Documentary "The American Experience: The Civilian Conservation Corps" what was the 
largest problem the government faced during the Great 
SHOW: How did your ideas compare with the Stone's Documentary? 
GROW: How can the government involved to help jobs and stili take care of 
natural resources? How did Roosevelt demonstrate this? 
Our Economy Today: 
What types of economic problems are Americans facing today? Do you think that affects the 
state of the environment and National Parks? 
Excerpts of Franklin D. Roosevelt's First Inaugural Address Cari13S 
Washington, D.C. March 4,1933 
I AM certain that my fellmv Americans that on n1y induction into the Presidency I ·will address the1n with a condor and a decision 
which the present situation our Nation in1pels. This is the tin1e to soeak the truth. the whole truth. franklv and 
Nor need 1ve shrink from conditions in our This '-' 
and prosper. So, first of let me assert my firm belief that the thing we have to fear is fear itself- nameless, 
ustified terror vvhich . efforts to convert retreat into advance. In every dark hour of our national life a leadership of 
frankness and vigor has met with that and of the people themselves vvhich is essential to victory. I am convinced 
that you 1vill again give that suvvort to leadershiv in these critical 
Yet our distress comes from no failure of substance. We are stricken no plague of locusts. Compared with the perils which our forefathers 
conquered because they believed and were not 1ve have still much to be thankful for. Nature still offers her bounty and hmnan efforts have 
~ but a generous use of it in the very of the supply. Pri1narily this is because the rulers of the 
exchange of mankind's have their own sh1bbonmess and their own incompetence, have ad1nitted their failure, and 
abdication. Practices of the unscruoulous monev chan~ers indicted in the court of nublic oDinion. reiected bv the hearts and minds of men. 
True they have tried, but their efforts have been cast in the outworn tradition. Faced by failure of credit only the 
lending of more money. StrivDed of the lure of to follow their false leadership, have resorted to 
exhortations, "'lo"'rlinn- of self-seekers. have no and when 
in ethics alone. This Nation asks for and action now. 
\Ye face it wisely and 
would treat the emergency of a war, but at the sarne 
the use of our natural resources. 
If I read the temper of our ·we ncn'\' realize as ~we have never realized before our interdependence on each other; that we can not 
merely take but we must as well; that if we to go \Ye must move as a trained and loyal anny willing to sacrifice for the good of a 
common discipline, because without such no progress is no leadership becon1es effective. We are, I know, ready and willing to 
submit our lives and property to such because 1nakes a leadership which ain1s at a larger good. This I propose to offer, 
that the larger purposes will bind upon us all as sacred obligation with a unity of duty hitherto evoked only in tin1e of armed strife. 
I am prepared under my constitutional duty to recommend the measures that a stricken nation in the midst of a stricken world may require. These 
measures, or such other 1neasures as the Congress may build out of experience and wisdom, I shall seek, within my constitutional authority, to 
bring speedy adoption. But in the event that the shall fail to take one of these two courses, and in the event that the national e1nergency 
is still criticat I shall not evade the clear course of duty that will then confront n1e. I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to 
meet the crisis- broad Executive power to wage a war against the emergency, as great a power that would be given to me if we were in fact 
invaded by a forei~n foe. 
For the trust reposed in 111e I 1vill rehun the courage and the devotion that befit the time. I can do no less. 
IS tne tone 
What problems in the 
What environmental issues does the 
How does the president 
in combating crisis? 
vVhat would Americans "Yvalk 
Carl136 
refer to? 
role 
this address? 
Inaugural Address 
21,2009 
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Americans have nmv taken the th. The V/ords have been spoken during tides of rr>cr>nn+-p and the still 
waters of peace. Yet, every 
generation of Americans. 1 lYe network 
of violence and hatred. Our economy is consequence of greed and 
collective failure to make hard choices and prepare the nation for a ne•s age. Hmnes have been lost jobs 
Our health care is too costlvr our schools fail too many. 
These are the indicators of to data and statistics. Less measurable, but no less profound, is a sapping of confidence across our tand; a 
nagging fear that America's decline is that the next must lower its sights. Today I say to you that the challenges we face are 
real. They are serious and are many. vvill not or in a short span of tin1e. But kno·w this America: They will be met. On 
this day, we gather because 1ve have chosen over of purpose over conflict and discord. On this day, we con1e to proclaim an end 
to the petty grievances and false vromises, the recriminations and worn-out doe-rnas that for far too lone- have sh·ane-led our oolitics 
In T'o::lthrnl 
riches and fame. 
their labor-- who have carried us up the 
has never been one of 
the oleasures of 
but more often men and women obscure in 
This is the journey we continue vVe remain the most prosperous, powerful nation on Earth. Our workers are no less productive than when 
this crisis began. Our minds are no less inventive/ our and services no less needed than they were last week, or last month, or last year. 
Our capacity remains undin1inished. But our time of of protecting narrow interests and putting off unpleasant decisions-- that time 
has surelv passed. Starting -vve must pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and begin again the work of remaking America. 
For everywhere we look/ there is 1-\rork to be done. The stah:.., of our economy calls for bold and swift. And we will act not only to create 
new jobs, but to lay a new foundation for We will build the roads and bridges, the electric grids and digital Lines that feed our commerce 
and bind us together. \Ve'll restore science to its rightful and wield technology's wonders to raise health care's quality and lower its cost. 
\1\le wm harness the sun and the 1vinds and the soil to fuel our cars and run our factories. And we will transform our schools and colleges and 
universities to meet the demands of new age. All this we can do. All this -vve 1-vill do. 
The 
decent wage, care 
programs will end. 
business in the 
not whether our 
retirernent that is 
And those of us who manage the 
of dav, because onlv then can we 
\IVith hope and let us brave once more the 
when we were tested we refused to let this 
grace upon us, we carried forth that gift of freedom 
or too snmlt but ·whether it works-- whether it helps families find jobs at a 
\Vhere the answer is yes/ we intend to move forward. Where the answer is no, 
dollars 1vil1 be held to account to soend wiselv, reform bad habits, and do our 
vital trust behveen a and their government 
endure what storms may come. Let it be said by our children's children that 
did not turn back nor did we falter; and with eyes fixed on the horizon and God's 
to future generations. 
Describe the -n"'t'DL', r1 
Wbat is the tone of the 
W'hat problems in the rY'ID"'t'1t~,-n o"''"Y'"''Y,~T cloes 
suggestions does 
W'hat o-n~r1,•t>-nrY'ID-n issues does the "'·oc1rwn 
How does the president 
in combating crisis? 
Americans 
Carl138 
refer to? 
economic ··"r"TT""' 
the role 
History Comparisons: 
Government Involvement Then and Now 
class will be divided into four groups. Two will be assigned excerpts 
Franklin D. first Inaugural Address in 1933 and tvvo will be 
President Barrack Oban1a' s Inaugural Address in 2009. Each group will 
for answering the questions that follcn,y their readings. After con1pleting 
Roosevelt group n1en1bers -will pair up -vvith Obama group n1embers to 
and differences and create a to demonstrate the 
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bi~reetions: The class will be divided into five groups. 
• Each group will be responsible for becoming an expert on one part of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps. 
• You will have 20 minutes to use your video clip and primary sources to 
answer questions about your CCC topic. 
• We will then regroup, ensuring that each group has a representative or 
II expert" from each original topic. 
• Each group member will then teach the other group members about their 
topics until everybody has all the information. 
• RULE: Group me1nbers may not copy directly from your paper - you to 
demonstrate that learned the information bv it. 
FDR's New Deal 
What did Roosevelt's New Deal represent to the public? 
to the CCC to put people back to work and 
National Parks natural "''C'"''''"''" 
What were some of the opposition arguments against FDR' s programs? 
What \Nas so interesting the 
How is the CCC a positive of government involven1ent in job creation? 
What do you think was the most IMPORT ANT piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
What do you think was the most INTERESTING piece of information from your 
video clip and primary sources? 
life at the eee l!arnps 
How was life described before the creation of the CCC? 
What opportunities did the CCC camps provide? 
What types of activities were provided? 
What were some of the opinions of life in the CCC camps? 
What do you think \vas the most IMPORT ANT piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
What do you think was the most INTERESTING piece of information fro1n your video 
clip and primary sources? 
What role did race play in the CCC? 
What areas of the country was the CCC most involved in? Which National Parks? 
What types of work was the CCC most responsible for? How did that influence Parks? 
What was the public's reactions to the opportunities the CCC provided? 
What do you think was the most IMPORT ANT piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
What do you think \vas the most INTERESTING piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
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f:ff'eds on Ent"ollees 
What educational opportunities were available for CCC members? 
I-Iow were they able to learn vocational skills? 
What was the status of race relations in the CCC? 
How did the youth feel about the opportunities they were given? Why do you think 
they were so grateful? 
What do you think was the most IMPORT ANT piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
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What do you think was the 1nost INTERESTING piece of information fron1 your video 
clip and primary sources? 
How does the video suggest we all may have experienced the \1\!0rk the CCC? 
What role did the CCC play in preparing men for the army? 
What role did the CCC play in preparing men for the future in general? 
What connection does the video suggest exists between conservationists today and 
the CCC? 
What reasoning does Fechner give to support the idea continued CCC efforts? 
What do you think was the most IMPORT ANT piece of information from your video 
clip and primary sources? 
What do you think was the most INTERESTING piece of infonnation from your 
video clip and primary sources? 
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History - Carl 
Homevvork 
ise Again? 
Directions: Based on the information in class on how the government used the Civilian 
Conservation Corp to create jobs during the Great Depression create an argument for or against 
the use of a similar project now by adding to this quote by President Obama in his I\11arch 19, 
2009 speech. Be sure to give historical evidence to support your claim. 
"So we have a choice to make. We can re1nain one of the world's leading 
importers of foreign oil, or vve can make the investn1ents that would allow 
us to become the world's largest exporter of rene-wable energy. We can let 
climate change continue to go unchecked, or we can help stop it. We can 
let the jobs of tomorrow be created abroad, or we can create those jobs 
right here in America and lay the foundation for lasting prosperity." 


}\1arch 1933 FDR 
legislation. 
by the Federal 
as can be quickly 
demand for or the 
to Congress Congress complied with Roosevelt's request on 
i\1arch 31, 1933 approving the Act jar the reliej'c:f 
unemployment through the pe~jorn1ance c:f useful 
public work, and jar other purposes -vvhich stated: 
Be it enacted the Senate and 
Representative 
Congress assembled, That for 
relieving the acute condition 
distress and unemployment novv 
the United States, and in order to 
for the restoration of the countrv 's 
.! 
depleted natural resources and the 
advancement of an orderly progran1 
useful public -vvorks, the President is 
authorized ... to provide for e111ploying 
citizens of the United States \vho are 
unemployed in the construction, 
maintenance and carrying on of -vvorks or a 
nature in connection 
production, the prevention 
and soil erosion, plant 
control, the construction, 
maintenance or repair of paths, 
fire-lanes in the national parks. 
The 
CCC Camp ed Jobless Youth for Life 
Monday, November 9, 2009 
"With 
mortar boards and black 
'graduated 
exercises, first 
-to fi 
e CCC 
blue denim hats replacing traditional 
70 Rochester area boys last night Tvere 
at Hamlin Beach Park ... Commencement 
ever held in camp, marked the end if 
charcoal dra}vina to 
L n 
UtilS ... 
roniclc, 30, 1939 
Last w·eek's column described how young men in the Civilian Conservation Corps, based at a camp at Hamlin Beach State Park, constructed 
roads and buildings, erected jetties, and planted trees in the park in the years before World War II. But it was not all ·work. Sports were 
en<e·ouraged, and the weeklv camp newsletter, called The IJamlin Svecial, is full of references like these: 
"This Saturday, the Grid team ·will travel to Leicester, N.Y., to play their second game of the season." Or: "The softball team has had 
rather a poor season. Strength at the to offset weak pitching and lack of consistent practice." 
Initially envisioned as a six-month emergency progran1, the CCC proved so popular that it gradually evolved into something n1ore permanent. 
PaJrticipants might remain enrolled for up to two years - in other words, plenty of time to provide a formal education as 1vell. "Every 
man joining the CCC should consider he has taken a forward instead of back," the camp newsletter exhorted a new batch of recruits 
in 1935. "The CCC is not just a to pass time until smnething turns up. It is a chance to prepare one's self for the future. The 
educational program carried on in the camp, gives every man, regardless of his past education, a chance to improve." 
During the winter of 1939-401 60 welfare officials and social workers visited the camp. They saw, among other things, the "library where 
youths study evenings for high school and college correspondence) credits," the newspaper reported. "Education is one of the phases 
of the camp program that will be stressed this year ... Under the direction of James Boardn1an, education counselor, more than 90 
correspondence courses are being administered through the University of Syracuse. They cover about 20 different subjects. In addition, 
Boardman is teaching regular high school courses for which the boys will take exams in neighboring public schools." 
An article in the camp newsletter gave this sampling of "what is taught here in camp by the Army Personnel, Civilian Instructors and the Park 
arts and tvuewritine:. speaking, arithmetic, shorthand, English, social usage, foremanship, auto 
free-hand drawing, blacksmithing "and many others ... " 
The educational component evolved with the program; in beginning, the CCC was primarily a hastily organized, stopgap effort to 
unemployed youngsters off streets, a historic preservation program analyst with the New York Office of 
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation. 
"InitiaHy it was created to these young, men from becmning a dangerous mob. The very real fear in the midst 
of ithe Depression was that cotnmunism would have a real that if we don't do something there's a real danger of civil unrest. So 
they came up with what was ultimatelv a urettv elee:ant solution. And it worked." 
"Look at the photographs 
they got a lot out of it." 
all across the " Smith added. "Those are pretty happy young guys. They are happy and 
There ·was another, unintended benefit. When the United States entered World War II in 1941, the CCC provided a pool of young n1en who 
had already served in a paramilitary organization. knew the Army routine, knew how to take orders, were in top 
in many cases, were already well versed in the kind of specialized skills needed not only by the armed forces but the industries that 
would equip the military to a two-front war in and the Pacific. "Thank God we had such a group to draw from," notes 
Hamlin historian Mary Smith. 
James Shanley, for example, had served as first sergeant, then supply sergeant at the CCC camp. The experience served him in good stead 
when he entered the Army during World War II. "In three n1onths time, I 1vas promoted to staff sergeant in the Army Air Force," he 
recounted, "doing the same work I did in the CCC, only on a 1nuch larger scale. I knew the routine, was familiar with the forn1s and 
paperwork and knew the ho'\vs and wherefores in obtaining supplies." "Anything I have done or accomplished since leaving the CCC, I 
to thC;lt qrge1nization." 
Civilian 
Selected ..r .. 
Work 
(April, 1933- 30, 1936) 
.,, 
We 
Some\vav 
It wasn't 
For 
II 
~~~'<ILSlii!l~~~ f.!ohsentatioh f!ot-p.s 
vvrote a poem honoring 
gratitude and the significance of 
CCC: 
no place; 
and to LLU..l.l.J.,. 
\ve'd get through the days. 
some of us slipped, 
,,-as one hel1 of a place. 
the dark clouds, 
, \vide flung doors! 
our hands l Thank 
Conservation Corps. 
Robert Fechner wrote in a letter 
Roosevelt: 
eager to \Vork, yet 
O\Vn, the CCC can 
of our national 
l'"\r'\'I:}ITY'\ that 
" 
Roosevelt Speech in Cleveland after 
the CCC was terminated: 
''I see an America whose rivers and valleys 
and lakes-hills and streams and plains-
mountains over our land and nature's 
vvealth deep under the earth-are 
protected as the rightful heritage of all the 
people ... For the past seven years I have 
had the high honor and the grave 
responsibility of leadership of the American 
people. In those seven years, the American 
people have marched forward, out or a 
'vilderness of depression and despair. 
have marched for,i\rard right up to 
of the future-a future 
of our hopes for 
freedom, real prosperity, real peace." 

LESSON 3: National Parks Research Project 
"Save the National Parks!" 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 
• What role can the public play in creating public policy? 
• vVhv should be 
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• How were specific National Parks affected by the National Park Service and the CCC? 
OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to: 
• Research a specific N a tiona I Park. 
• Identify characteristics of the park. 
• Organize inforn1ation in a meaningful way. 
• Create a persuasive presentation encouraging the government to save the park. 
• Evaluate self and group performance by responding to other group's work. 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Time, Continuity and Change 
• Understanding connections to the past 
• Interpreting ovvn role in a changing world 
People, Places and the Environn1ent 
• Application of geographic understanding 
Individual Development and Identity 
• Establish a connection between 
Individuals, Groups and Institutions 
achievements and projecting them into the future 
• Interpreting the role the governrnent plays in people's lives 
• Analyzing how institutions respond to changing societal needs 
Civic Ideas and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvem_ent in public policy 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence policies 
• Dete.nnining the balance of individual needs versus the cormnon good 
NYS STANDARDS: UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Geography 
• Understanding the physical and cultural setting in the Americas 
• Relating the past to geographic issues today 
Reform in America 
• Understanding the role of progressivis1n in governmental action 
The Great Depression 
• Interpreting how FDR and the New Deal: Reliet Recovery and Reform Programs were 
effective in relieving problems during the Depression 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• Identifying cJ.LLJl UH.U. and differences. 
• and note taking. 
• Hon1evvork and practice. 
• Cooperative learning. 
• Cues, questions, and advanced organizers. 
AGENDA: 
On-Time Activity: "Oh, the Places You'll Go!" 
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• Students will cornplete the worksheet to start brainstorn1ing National Parks or areas of 
the country they are n1ost interested in researching by looking at a map of the country 
and geographic from a variety of parks and answering questions. 
• Students will share this information with the class after the project introduction in order 
to find classmates with similar interests to work -vvith on the research project. 
Research Project Introduction: Save the National Parks! 
• Teacher wiii introduce the project and gD over the guidelines using Power Point 
explaining that the project is a way to use ali the information we have covered in class so 
far to create a persuasive presentation to save a particular National Park. 
• Teacher will instructions on how the project will be organized, what questions will 
need to be answered and how the grading process will -vvork. 
Choosing Groups and Topics: Reverse Raffle 
• Students will choose their own groups of 2 - 3 people. They will have to choose 
members that they feel they can work weii with and accomplish all tasks in a thorough 
and creative use information from their OT As to find people who have 
similar interests as then1. 
• Groups will write their top three National Park choices on an index card and place it 
into a bag or hat. 
• Teacher will pull cards to see which students get to choose first. The stipulation is that 
the sooner you get to choose your topic, the sooner you present your topic. 
Research and Presentations: Specific National Park 
• Students will have to research a National Park using a variety of sources. 
• They will have to answer questions about the Park using books, websites and other 
sources to find out the history of the their park, location and n1aps of their parks, 
historical connections in their park, important people, role of the CCC, opportunities for 
employrnent today, natural resources worth saving, educational and recreational 
opportunities in their park, how they can help save their park right now. 
• They will also have to plan a visit to their park and create an online scrapbook using the 
PBS Website Scrapbooking Progran1. 
• Students will prepare their presentations through a series of research days and will have 
to create an outline, bibliography, presentation, and lesson plan. 
• Students wiii also be self-evaluating and peer-evaluating both group members and other 
groups through the grading process and a reflective journal on another group's 
presentation. 
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History - Carl 
Date: 
tJ 
'i·.·.·,·:. 
~Dr. Seuss 
Directions: Look at the n1ap and decide which areas of the country look n1ost interesting to you. 
Ans·wer the questions below based on your opinion. This might even help you choose your 
groups for the research project! 
Questions to Consider: 
1) Which regions of the country are you most interested in looking at? Why? 
2) Have you visited any of these regions? If so, what was your impression? 
3) Which geographic features are you most interested in looking at? Why? 
4) When you think of National Parks, what is the first thing that comes to mind? 
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Narne: ___________________________ _ Carl 
IMAGINE IF: Despite continued conservation efforts, constant 'Wars and a huge national debt 
have shifted political interest avvay from protecting National Parks. Now the parks in danger of 
being shut down or worse; opened to loggers, rniners and hunters! Since we have studied the 
irnportance of public opinion, create a campaign to show why a particular park should be 
conserved and why the government needs to help! 
Required Questions: 
1) Which National Park are you trying to conserve? 
• What does the name represent? 
• Why did you choose this park? 
2) When was your park created? 
• Who are TWO people that were involved in the creation of park? 
• What role did they play? 
3) Where is your park located? 
• What state/ states is your park in? 
• Hovv big is your park? Include a map Earth is a source!) 
4) What historical connections does your park have? 
• What role did the CCC play in your park? 
• What other historical events are connected to your park? 
5) What employment opportunities exist at your 
• Who makes up the employees? of jobs are available? 
• Ho'"' could park frorn the CCC today? 
6) What are THREE Ln it for future 
generations to see? 
What is so in1portant about features? 
What thern unique? Include pictures if possible 
7) What are TWO things that the National Park Service suggests you can do to support 
your park right now? at the website.) 
What opportunities are already available to show interests in parks? 
Hovv accessible are the opportunities? 
8) What are TWO educational opportunities that are available in your park? 
What is available for vVhat is available for students? 
What would a field trip to a National Park meaningful? 
9) What are THREE opportunities that are available in park? 
What recreational attractions will keep people visiting your park? 
What attractions interest you? What would make you want to visit? 
10) Plan your weeklong visit. You will need airfare or gas for your car, lodging expenses 
or campsite fees. You have everything else you need. 
Document projected and flight itinerary or driving directions 
Include plans to explore your park and create an online scrapbook of your 
adventures using the PBS vVebsite interactive scrapbooking link. 
REMINDER: This is a persuasive presentation- the life of your park is on the line! 
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Wl-IAT YOU HAVE TO DO: 
1) Choose a park you are really interested in so that you 'will he intrinsically motivated to learn 
all you can about it. 
2) Choose responsible parb1ers whom you can trust to approach this project seriously and be 
responsible. (Partners will be holding one another accountable by rating their efforts and 
contributions.) 
3) CAREFULLY read and farniliarize yourself -vvith each of the required questions you have to 
answer. These are meant to help guide your research! 
4) Begin your research! Great sources include: the Internet, magazines, newspapers, CQ 
researcher, SIRS and a collection of books from multiple libraries. You must have at least 
SIX different sources cited from at least THREE different types of resources (i.e.: you cannot 
have 6 internet articles). 
5) Organize your research according to the required questions you have to answer. 
6) Create an outline of all the research you collect for each required question. The outline must 
be typed, organized by required questions, and it rnust include citations to indicate where 
each piece of information came from. This outline is taking the place of a research paper. It must 
be handed in the class BEFORE your lesson along with a completed lesson plan. (See 
example.) 
7) Create a Power Point Presentation for the class using your outline. 
8) Design a lesson for the class based around your Power Point using the lesson plan provided. 
The lesson along with your Power Point should teach your classmates the answers to all of 
the required questions in an interesting and engaging way. 
9) Create one final plea to the class to save your park by creating a TOP TEN REASONS WHY 
YOU SHOULD SAVE MY PARK. 
10) As a part of your accountability for the project while you are not teaching, you need to 
complete a journal in support of saving one of your colleagues' parks. You -vvill choose a 
park that you would like to save based on the inforn1ation that group gave and write a 
journal describing why you chose their park. 
Extra Credit Opportunity: 
Contact a park representative, explain the project and ask for advice on how to "save" your 
for the future. Include and their answers. 
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HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL: 
Elen1ents of a Perfect Outline: 
The outline n1ust 
1) to thoroughly ansvver each required question 
2) Be typed 
3) Be gran1n1atically correct and proofread 
4) Be organized by the required questions 
• Use bullet points under each question to organize and present the information 
you found during your research. 
5) Include citations to indicate where you found your information 
Elements of a Perfect Bibliography: 
The bibliography 1nust 
1) Include at least SIX sources from THREE different medias 
2) Be typed 
3) Be formatted according to MLA style 
Elements of a Lesson/Presentation: 
The lesson must 
1) Be at least 25 minutes in length before the question and answer period 
2) Include: an essential question, attention-grabber, guided note sheet that includes all 
required questions, and a closure activity. 
3) Incorporate informative and stimulating visuals that all classmates can easily see (video 
clips 1nust in advance and cannot exceed 8 minutes) 
4) Be presented and professionally 
5_) Fully define the park chose to research, including the answers to ALL 
the required questions 
Elements of a Perfect TOPTEN List of Reasons Your Park Should Be Saved: 
The TOPTEN List must 
1) Include TEN points that sun1marize the rnain reasons that your park should be saved 
2) Not be a restatcrnent of your required questions 
3) Be presented in a creative way either through your Power Point, on a poster, through a 
rap or a song, etc. 
Elements of a Perfect Response Journal 
The Journal must 
1) Include a park that interested or intrigued you, taught you the most infonnation, or left 
you especially persuaded. 
2) Include why you think the park should be saved 
3) Evidence from the group's presentation 
4) Be at least one page in length, typed, doubled spaced with 12 pt. font and PROOFREAD! 
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GROUP MEMBER: _______ _ PARK: ___________ _ 
I. PREPARATION 40 
(Productive use of work sessions in class/library) 
II. OUTLINE 20 
o Evidence of thorough research in outline 
o Every required question is answered 
o Inclusive of citations 
III. BIBLIOGRAPHY 10 
o At least 6 sources 
o At least 3 different kinds of sources 
o Submitted in correct format (ELA guideline) 
IV. LESSON 100 
o See separate rating form 
V. SCRAPBOOK OF "VISIT" 10 
VI. TO PTEN List 10 
VII. RESPOt~SE JOURt~AL 20 
VIII. GROUP MEMBER EVALUATION AVERAGE 25 
IX. PEER EVALUATION 25 
X. EXTRA CREDIT (10) 
GRAND TOTAL: (260) 
NATIONAL PARK 
Teachers: 
National Park: ________ _ 
Materials: (What materials will your lesson require, including handouts, posters, 
rnedia/ teclmology tools, etc.?) 
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION(S): (What is/ are the most important and basic guestion(s) that you 
want your students to be able to answer by the end of the lesson?) 
1) 
2) 
Anticipatory Set: (Vvhat will you do at the very beginning of your lesson to grab your 
dassn1ates' attention and get them interested in what you have to present?) 
Direct Instruction: (What exact things you will do to present your issue and 
required questions to your classn1ates, in the order in which you will do it.) 
ansvvers to all 
Practice/Student Involvement: (How will you involve your students in the lesson in a 
way that shows you they are engaged and that they understand what you are teaching thern? 
How will they practice what they have just learned?) ***This should be in the fonn of son1e sort 
handout. 
Closure: (How will you end your lesson so that is leaves a strong impression on your students 
or motivates them to learn more or get involved in your issue. 
1. ANTICIPATORY SET: 
1 2 3 4 
2. PRESEt-.JT AT ION OF ISSUE (Required Questions): 
i. What park are you trying to conserve and why? 
1 * 2 3 * 4 
ii. When was your park created and vvho was involved? 
1 2 * 3 4 
111. What is the location of your park? 
1 2 * 3 * 4 
iv. What historical connections does your park have? 
1 2 * 3 * 4 
v. What employment opportunities exist at your park? 
1 2 * 3 * 4 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
vi. What are THREE natural features make you park worth saving? 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
vii. What are TWO ways you can support your park right now? 
1 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
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viii. What are TWO educational opportunities that are available in your park? 
1 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
IX. What are THREE recreational opportunities available in your park? 
1 * * 3 * 4 * 5 
x. How did you plan your visit? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
3. TEACHERS USED EFFECTIVE VISUALS (stin1ulating, readable, informative): 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
4. I'.JOTE SHEET IS INFORlv1ATIVE, CLEAR, & INCLUDES INFOR1v1ATION 01-.J ALL 
REQUIRED QUESTIONS: 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
5. TEACHERS WERE PROFESSIONAL/MATURE IN THEIR PRESENTATION: 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
6. LESSON WAS WELL REHEARSED (Students knew order & roles): 
1 * * 3 * 4 * 5 
7. PRESENTATION FOLLOWED LESSON PLAN FORMAT: 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
8. TEACHERS CLOSED LESSON \NITH A STRONG IMPRESSION: 
1 * * 3 * 4 * 5 
9. GROUP ADDRESSED QUESTIONS DURING Q & A: 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
10. PRESENTATION MEETS TIME GUIDELINES (20- 25 minutes): 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
TOTAL: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Very Weak Weak Good Strong Extremely Strong 
(Little to no (Information with (Informative but (Informative and (Informative, 
information, with inaccuracies or no unpersuasive.) persuasive.) persuasive & leaves a 
n1ajor i11accuracies.) evidence.) lasting i:mpression.) 
PEER EVALUATION 
PRESENTATION OF THE 
l. 
II. 
iii. 
IV. 
\Vhat park are you 
1 2 
vVhen vvas your park created and who vvas involved? 
] * 2 * .J. 
vVhat is the location of your 
1 * 2 3 -1 
What historical connections does your park have? 
1 * 2 3 * 4 
* 5 
5 
* 5 
* 5 
v. \Vhat employn1ent opportunities exist at your park? 
1 2 3 4 5 
vi. \Vhat are THREE nahual feahnes make you park worth saving? 
1 * 2 * 4 * 5 
vii. What are TWO ways you can support your park right now? 
1 * 2 3 * 4 * 5 
viii. What are TWO educational opportunities that are available in your park? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
ix. What are THREE recreational opportunities available in your park? 
X. 
!. 
ii. 
III. 
iv. 
v. 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
How did you plan your visit? 
1 * * 3 * 4 * 
TOTAL: 
What park are you 
1 * * * 4 
When was your park created and who was involved? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4-
What is the location of your park? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 
What historical connections does your park have? 
1 * 2 * * 4 
What employment opportunities exist at your park? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
vi. What are THREE natural features make you park worth saving? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
vii. What are TWO ways you can support your park right now? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
+2= 
viii. What are TWO educational opportunities that are available in your park? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
ix. What are THREE recreational opportunities available in your park? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
X. How did you plan your visit? 
1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
TOTAL: +2= 
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This is your chance to honestly rate the productivity and contributions of yourself and your 
partner(s) on your project. Please read each category carefully and assign a rating and justify it 
in writing. 
ProjectTopic: ______________________________________________ __ 
Evaluation of _____________________ _ 
Contributions to the Project: 
Directions: Rate yourself or your group members on their contributions to the following 
aspects using the rubric below. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Very little or not Showed some Was interested in Was interested Could not have 
at all. Was not interest in the the project and and invested in done the project 
invested in the project but did helped a good the project but without this 
project. not help very amount. could have done person. 
l1l_UCh. a little more. 
• Responsibility 1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
• Research 1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
Design of Lesson 1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
• Preparation of Lesson 1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 
e Pcn•J=,..,..me>-n<'n ,.f: T 1:\CC't'>-n 1 * ") * ?. * 11 * ~ ..L \....-.L..LV.l...L..l.U ..... l.l.L\.....\....... VJ... L.J\....00\J.l.L .... 0 -:t: 0 
TOTAL: (25) __ _ 
Additional Co1runents: 
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ER RESOURCES: 
JOURNALS, BOOKS AND OTHER SCHOLARLY RESOURCES: 
Albright, Horace Marden. The Birth ofthe National Park Sen,ice: The Founding Years 1913-
!933. Salt Lake City: Howe Bros., 1985. 
"Civilian Conservation Corps 1933 1941." U History Website. http:llwH'H:.u-s-
history. com/pageslh1586. html. 
Dilsaver, Lary M. Editor. America's National Park System The Critical Documents. Lanham, 
Maryland: Row1nan & Littlefield Pubbshers, Inc., 1994. 
Ise, John. Our National Park Policy A Critical Jlist01y. Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 
1961. 
Marzano, Robert J. Classroom Instruction That Works Researched Based Strategies for 
Increasing Student Achievement. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Pearson Education, 
Inc., 2005. 
Muir, John. Our National Parks. New York: Cosi1no Classics, c2006. 
Nixon, Edgar B. Editor. Franklin D. Roosevelt & Conservation, 1911 - 1945. Volume One 1911 
- 1937. General Services Adn1inistration, National Archives and Records Service, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. Washington: TJnited States Government Printing Office, 
1957. 
Nixon, Edgar B. Editor. Franklin D. Roosevelt & Conservation, 1911-1945. Volume Two 1937 
1945. General Services Adn1inistration, National Archives and Records Service, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. Washington: United States Government Printing. Office, 
1957. 
Paige, John C. The Civilian Conservation Corps and The National Park Se~ice, 1933 1942 An 
Administrative History U.S. Departn1ent of the Interior, The National Park Service, 
http ://www.nps.gov/history/history /online_ books/ccc/ccct.htn1. 
Runte, Alfred. National Parks: The American Experience. Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, c 1987. 
Sax, Joseph L. Mountains without Handrails, Reflections on the National Parks. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, c1980. 
The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Vol. 1, 1928-32. New York City: 
Random House, 1938. 
The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Vol. 2, 1933. New York City: 
Random House, 1938. 
The Public Papers and 
Randorn House, 1938. 
of Franklin D. Roo5,·evelt. Vol. 1936. 
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York City: 
Tilden, Freeman. The National Parks, ~Vhat they A1ean to You and A1e. York: Knopf, 1 1. 
Whitman, Walt. Leaves ofCira5'5;. Philadelphia: David McKay, cl900. 
Wirth, Conrad L. "Parks and Fflilderness" in Origins of American Conservation. New York: 
Ronald Press Company, 1966. 
VIDEOS AND FILM CLIPS: 
The National Parks: America's Best Idea, Directed by Ken Bums, PBS, 2008 2009. 
The American Experience: The Civilian Conservation Corps, Directed by Robert Stone, PBS, 
2009. 
National Parks Conservation Association Website. 
http://www.npca.org/parks/?adwords=l&gclid=CN2Di4Wgi6ACFUuK3godv2RQdg, 
2010. 
• Park Infonnation 
• Travel Opportunities 
• Visitation Records 
National Parks Foundation Website. www.nationalparks.org, 2010. 
• Park Inforn1ation 
• Travel Opportunities 
• Volunteer and Donation Opportunities 
• Photographs and Videos 
National Parks Guide Website. http://away.com/special issue/national parks.html, 2010. 
• Park Infonnation 
• Travel Opportunities 
• Photographs and Videos 
National Parks h?forrnation ~Vebsite. http://W\:vw.us-national-parks.net/, 1995 2007. 
• Additional Links to Park Infonnation, Maps and Travel 
Noodle Tools JYebsite. 2010. ~~~~~~~~~~~' 
• Bibliography generator 
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PBS National Parks: America's Best Idea Website. http://www.pbs.org/nationalparks/, 2009. 
• Teacher Lesson Plans 
• Park Information 
• Tra ve 1 Opportunities 
• Volunteer and Donation Opportunities 
• Photographs and Videos 
• Interactive Scrapbook Creator 
• Interactive Timeline 
School Cat Website. http://schoolcat.library.net/, 2010. 
• Union catalog of the Greater Rochester Area School Library Systems 
U.S. Department of the Interior. The National Park Service Website. http://wv,;w.nps.gov, 2009. 
• Teacher Lesson Plans 
• Park Information 
• Travel Oppmiunities 
• Volunteer and Donation Opportunities 
• Photographs and Videos 
WGHB American Experience Website. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/an1ericanexperience/, 1996-
2009. 
• Videos and Program Schedules . 

